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While in the Mississippi State Archives tracking down Abbott Ferriss's beautiful photographic
portraits of musicians from 1939, author Harry Bolick discovered, to his amazement, a treasure
trove of earlier fiddle tunes in manuscript form. Since then he has worked to understand how this
collection came to exist and be set aside. With Stephen T. Austin, Bolick has transcribed the
subsequent 1939 audio recordings. Mississippi Fiddle Tunes and Songs from the 1930s
presents the history of the collecting work, with over three hundred of the tunes and songs and a
beautiful selection of period photographs.In the summer of 1936, over one hundred fiddle tunes,
many of them unique, along with thousands of songs, were collected and notated throughout a
large part of Mississippi. Roughly 130 novice field workers captured beautiful tunes and
tantalizing fragments. As a body of work, it is an unparalleled and fascinating snapshot of
vernacular music as heard in Mississippi in the early part of the recorded era. However, this
music was unpublished and forgotten.In 1939, building on the contacts made three years earlier,
Herbert Halpert led one of the last and best executed of the WPA folklore projects which
recorded audio performances in Mississippi. Some, but not all, of those distinctive fiddle tune
recordings have been published. Additionally, through cassette tape copies passed hand to
hand, some of these distinctive tunes have regained currency and popularity among
contemporary fiddlers. In Mississippi Fiddle Tunes and Songs from the 1930s, this great music is
at last widely available.Selected tunes in this book are available from Document Records.Get
Harry Bolick's CD with 22 tunes from the book, more information, a video, and free downloads of
the sound files at www.mississippifiddle.com.

An intriguing book, very well written, well structured, entertaining and sometimes even
challenging... a delightful and often humorous account of the author's evolving relationship with
Italy as he comes to grips with everyday reality there... anecdotes provide both humour and vivid
images of Italians and Italian life.―Judges of the Grollo Ruzzene Foundation PrizeThis is a funny
and touching tale about the cultural divide with a sweet and passionate love story at its heart.
For all those who have ever had a brief holiday in Italy and said, "You know, I could really live
here," read this and know that it may not be that easy. And for those who know Italy intimately
and love her all the same, enjoy Head Over Heel and its taste of la dolce vita.―The Courier
MailHarrison manages to get right under Italy's skin without stereotyping the people he meets
and situations he finds himself in... Many have written books about their experiences living in
foreign climes but few have done it as entertainingly, beautifully and - surprisingly - romantically
as Harrison does here.―Sydney Morning Herald & Melbourne AgeDramatic, sensual and
affectionately amusing, Head Over Heel is as good as a holiday.―John Bell, The Bell
Shakespeare CompanyAbout the AuthorChris Harrison is a London-based journalist and



English teacher. He has written for many publications, including the Sydney Morning Herald, The
Age, the Courier Mail and Sports Illustrated. A keen sportsman, he is also a qualified aerobatics
pilot. Head Over Heel was the winner of the Grollo Ruzzene Foundation Prize.Visit
www.chrisharrisonwriting.com
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discovering the fiddle music of Mississippi began in the 1970s with reissues of commercial
78rpm records of Mississippi string bands and fiddlers made from in the late 1920s and early
1930s. From England, Tony Russell listed them all; along with interviews, photos, and
descriptions of the bands and fiddlers in his magazine Old Time Music no. 20 (spring 1976).
That issue became my roadmap in locating copies of those tunes so that I could learn them. My
next revelation was the 1987 LP Great Big Yam Taters, which contained some of the WPA field
recordings made in 1939 accompanied by excellent liner notes. Eventually my search for the rest
of those 1939 field recordings led me to the American Folklife Center at the Library of Congress.
While there, I discovered that the photos from 1939 were archived in Jackson, Mississippi.
When I travelled there, to my great surprise I discovered a treasure trove of 1936 WPA fieldwork.
Dismayed by the scarcity of information about the sources and their music, I have searched for
any information to provide more contexts for these mysterious tunes. The essay contained in the
first part of this book is the result of that effort.A selection of the fiddle tunes collected by the
WPA in 1936 and 1939 was originally intended as a small part of a larger WPA book on
Mississippi folk music. Sadly, the Federal Arts projects engaged in that work were defunded and
disbanded before their efforts came to fruition. The collected materials were archived. The book
in your hands contains transcriptions of all of the fiddle tunes from those collecting efforts, many
more than would have been included in the planned WPA book.In piecing together the story of
how the WPA came to collect fiddle tunes in Mississippi, a story whose events all happened
before my birth, I was deeply dependent on the work of the collectors, the contributions of the
families of the source musicians, the work of other authors in the field, and the work of the
institutions that did the original collecting and studied and preserved it. I am grateful to them all.



The detective work has been delightful, the search rewarding, and the music enlightening. My
contribution with this book essentially has been editorial in nature, pulling together the facts and
the source material to present to the reader.Many friends, colleagues, and family have
encouraged and helped me in bringing this book into being, and they deserve to be thanked
here for sharing their patience, expertise, collections, and skills: Greg Adams, Andy Kuntz, Kerry
Blech, Elsie Berryhill, Lynda Brister, Ken Bloom, Mary Connor, for her great detective work in
locating descendants of the 1939 sources, Pat Conte, Joyce Cauthen, Celeste Frey, Ann Hoog
of the American Folklife Center at the Library of Congress, Jeff Place of the Smithsonian/
Folkways Rinzler Archive, Tony Russell, Brian Slattery, Ruby Brown Smith, and Julia Marks
Young and Anne Lipscomb-Webster at the Mississippi Department of Archives and History. I
need to acknowledge Steve Austin’s exacting, superlative work in bringing the transcriptions of
Halpert’s 1939 fiddle tunes to life. I asked him for help and he graciously took the lead for those
tunes. A useful transcription is far closer to reading the mind of the source than just documenting
what was recorded. I join all those interested in the musical heritage of Mississippi in gratefully
acknowledging the work of the many named and unnamed WPA workers who collected the
music presented here. My deepest thanks go to my wife, Patricia Schories, for understanding
and encouraging me all through this long process.This stage of my research into the fiddle
music of Mississippi is now complete; however, my interest continues. As more information
comes to light, perhaps due to the publication of this book, I will share it via my website: .If fans
or family members have home recordings of Mississippi fiddlers that they would like to share, I
would be most honored to be contacted via my website.I have made recordings containing my
versions of some of the most interesting tunes in this collection. That project is available from my
website.A set of mp3s created from the notation software playback of all of the 1936 tunes in this
book are posted at my website.I am working with Document Records on a project to issue all of
the 1939 Halpert fiddle recordings; check my website for more
information.INTRODUCTIONOver a hundred fiddle tunes, many of them unique, and thousands
of songs were collected and notated in manuscript form throughout a large part of the state of
Mississippi in the summer of 1936. The roughly 130 field workers employed by the Works
Progress Administration (WPA) were novices, the amount of duplication considerable, and the
quality and the notation of the music collected quite variable. There are beautiful tunes,
tantalizing fragments, and some frustratingly opaque notation. But as a body of work, it is an
unparalleled and fascinating snapshot of vernacular music as heard in Mississippi in the early
part of the recorded era. Until now, the music has been unpublished and forgotten, available only
by visiting the Mississippi Department of Archives and History.In the summer of 1939, Herbert
Halpert and Abbott Ferriss followed an itinerary based on contacts made and previous collecting
done by local WPA field workers. Carrying a state-of-the-art disc recorder, they toured the state
recording 144 fiddle tunes and a larger number of songs. A map of their trip is in Appendix A.
Their recordings and field notes were archived at the Library of Congress, and for many
decades only a handful were published. In 1987 forty-three of the best of the fiddle tunes from



that trip were published in an LP, Great Big Yam Potatoes.The intent of this book is to revive this
neglected music by bringing it to the attention of musicians and scholars, putting it in an
historical context, and making both the music and the collectors’ notes accessible.In the first
part of this book, “Collecting Folk Music in 1936 and 1939,” I trace the effect of a chance event
and the power of definition. Early folklore scholars held to a romantic vision of their work as
saving the remnants of dying culture. By the time of the fieldwork in Mississippi, the term folklore
was beginning to be understood as a study of ongoing cultural adaptation. Defining folklore
seems to be a scholarly abstraction. But how can you find something until you define what you
wish to locate? For example, when African American folklore was defined as spirituals or blues,
many black fiddlers were passed over. The collecting efforts of the 1930s were triggered by
previous events. What if a student at the University of Mississippi had not piqued Professor A. P.
Hudson’s curiosity by reciting a local ballad? Without Hudson’s pioneering work, who would
have located the singers and musicians? What if there had been no polio outbreak in Mississippi
in 1936 and the music teachers employed by the Federal Music Project (FMP) of the WPA were
not set to collecting folk music? The politics of the WPA, the personalities involved, the evolving
ideas, and the accidents of history have combined and conspired to allow this fascinating
collection of fiddle tunes to survive.To make the collected music accessible to musicians, the
second part of this book contains transcriptions of all the fiddle tunes that were collected in 1936
and new transcriptions of all of the 1939 Halpert fiddle recordings. Steve Austin and I made the
new transcriptions in the hope that they will help revive otherwise unknown tunes and aid in
deciphering the recordings where they are available. Recordings generated from the 1936
manuscripts are posted at to provide access to the tunes for those who prefer to learn by
ear.While we are very fortunate to have the transcriptions of the tunes collected in 1936, we
know very little about the performers. In many cases all we have is the source’s name and home
county. Often it is unclear if it is the collector or the source to which the tune is attributed.
However, in 1939 we have a complete reversal. Abbott Ferriss of the Federal Writers’ Project in
Mississippi not only took extensive and literate notes but also diagrams of home floor plans,
drawings, and beautiful photographs. Some of his character descriptions rival his photographs in
revealing the subject. I could not resist including them in this book adjacent to the source’s
tunes.Of all the sources that contributed tunes to the WPA’s collecting efforts in Mississippi, only
one fiddler, John Alexander Brown, had his music collected in both years. All of his collected
tunes are included here.In addition to the fiddlers whose repertoires were documented in the
WPA projects, there is a fiddler who was not included but whose music was an integral part of
Mississippi fiddling in that era. Alvis Massengale was a fiddler documented in several eras. In
1930 he recorded four tunes on two 78rpm records with his band, the Newton County Hillbillies.
He was interviewed in 1939 as part of the research preceding Halpert’s trip and a list of his
repertoire was collected. Researcher Gus Meade rediscovered him in the 1970s and made tape
recordings. In preparation to have him appear in the 1974 Festival of American Folklife in
Washington, D.C., Howard Marshall also made field recordings. Lists of his repertoire, a photo,



and four transcriptions of his tunes are in Appendix B.As a group, African American fiddlers of
the era unfortunately were underrepresented in the 1936 and 1939 projects. Instructions given to
the field workers for collecting from African American and Caucasian sources were quite
different and are included as illustrations in the essay. Most pertinently, there was no direction to
collect fiddle tunes from African American sources. And yet, there seem to have been eight 1936
African American sources for fiddle tunes: Allen Alsop, Jim Gooch, E. Thomas, Annie Lee,
Henry McClatching, Charlie Addison, Sam Freeman, and Josephine Compton. Of these, the
tunes from Allen Alsop are the most distinctive. In 1939 Herbert Halpert did not record any fiddle
music from African American sources, although he did record many performances by African
Americans of other styles of music. It is particularly frustrating that he did not record Allen
Alsop.Fiddle tunes are the focus of this book, but in the Mississippi state archive there were
more than three thousand songs collected in notation in 1936, and Halpert recorded more songs
than fiddle tunes in 1939. Songs from minstrel shows and popular sheet music were numerous
in the 1936 collection, as were ballads, cowboy, gospel, and children’s play songs. Some songs
seem to have been learned from radio or 78rpm recordings, such as Gene Autry’s 1932 hit “That
Silver Haired Daddy of Mine.” Many were collected multiple times from multiple sources, such as
the twenty-two versions of “Tell Mother I’ll Be There” and the nine versions of the Georgian folk
song “Dark Eyes,” recorded by Django Reinhardt in 1940. I have included a small number of
songs in this book to point the way to the larger body of songs that remain unpublished. I have
left the work of reintroducing the remaining songs for some one else to pursue.One fascinating
aspect of rediscovering the tunes was finding that their melodies often are unrelated to what
someone conversant with old-time fiddle music would expect to hear associated with the tune’s
title. Fiddle tunes are made from common building blocks, a musical DNA consisting of a body
of phrases, grammar, floating verses, and titles. In this collection a contemporary fiddler will
recognize parts of some of the tunes. However, it is as though some mysterious force of
geography had dissolved the structure of the tunes that migrated to Mississippi, and
reconstituted them from that primordial soup. The names of the fiddle tunes in this book are
familiar: “Billy in the Lowground,” “Sugar in the Gourd,” “Forked Deer,” “Soldier’s Joy,” and others,
but the melodies are often unexpected.In my mind, this propensity for reshaping tunes is the
defining trait of Mississippi old-time fiddling. For example, compare three “Fisher’s Hornpipes” in
this book. The first, from Mr. N. Odom, is fairly true to the standard versions of the tune, two
standard melodies of the eight measures and repeat pattern. Second, examine the Alvis
Massengale version for its more individual structure of a seven-measure first phrase followed by
a nine-measure second phrase. Finally, there is Stephen B. Tucker’s rather radical and, I think,
inspired reconstruction of the tune in eleven and one-half measures with a succeeding part of
almost six measures.The fiddler Charles Smith perhaps best described one way this reshaping
occurred in Norman Mellin’s interview with him for Mississippi Folklife magazine in 1999: “We
had an old record player, but I never did learn much fiddle music from it. Most of what I picked up
was by hearing someone else play. That’s probably the reason that most of what I play I don’t



play right. I’d hear it and have to wait until I got home to play it. When I couldn’t remember it all,
I’d have to fill in the gaps.”In other Southern states, when tunes are “crooked”—that is, with parts
not constructed in units of four or eight measures—the bit that makes the tune “crooked” is
usually a note held too long or not long enough, or an extra repeated phrase. In Mississippi the
“crooked” tunes tend to be complete musical thoughts expressed in an unusual number of
measures. They do not violate the rule so much as ignore it.Considering the fieldwork done in
1936 and 1939, along with commercial 78rpm recordings of the 1920s and 1930s in Mississippi,
a much fuller picture of fiddling in Mississippi emerges. Traditional, certainly, but greatly
reshaped to suit the very local individual tastes and desires. A good friend has suggested in
explanation that “There must be something in the water.”—Harry Bolick, May 2014HOW THE
BOOK IS ORGANIZEDThis book is in two main sections. The first section, “Collecting folk music
in 1936 and 1939,” puts these collecting projects into a historical context and explains how they
were conceived and carried out.The second section, “The Music,” opens with a short essay
explaining our approach with the transcriptions and contains 329 tunes. They are organized into
a group of 180 collected in 1936; a second group of 145 collected in 1939; and four tunes in
Appendix B. The 1939 section has a subsection at the end for banjo tunes, which is preceded by
a short essay explaining banjo tablature. I have listed all known repertoire of a source along with
photos and biographical information where available. Most of this information comes from the
1939 field notes. Tune-specific information follows the tune’s title above the music
notation.Appendix A contains two maps. The first shows the stops on Halpert’s 1939 recording
trip; the second shows the geographic distribution in Mississippi of field collecting in 1936, 1939,
1970s, and commercial recording from 78rpm era with a list showing the distribution of the
individual musicians.Appendix B contains four tunes, collected in the 1970s, and biographical
information of fiddler Alvis Massengale.Appendix C contains an account of a 1936 fiddle contest
in Hazlehurst.Appendix D contains a listing of tunes in alternate tunings.Roadside stop. Photo by
Abbott Ferriss, 1939, courtesy Mississippi Department of Archives and History.Roadside stop.
Photo by Abbott Ferriss, 1939, courtesy Mississippi Department of Archives and
History.MISSISSIPPIFIDDLE TUNESAND SONGS FROM THE 1930sRecording session at the
Walker house; note the cable on the floor. Photo by Abbott Ferriss, 1939, courtesy Mississippi
Department of Archives and History.PART 1Collecting Folk Music in 1936 and 1939Folksongs of
Mississippi and Their BackgroundA. P. Hudson’s book Folksongs of Mississippi and Their
Background, published in 1936, remains the major collection of folk songs from the state to this
day. It also served as a catalyst to the events that added to the documentation of fiddling in
Mississippi. The late 1920s and early 1930s had seen the commercial record industry’s efforts in
Mississippi accumulate about 185 fiddle recordings from the state. Field collecting in the
summers of 1936 and 1939, building on Hudson’s efforts and contacts, documented another
331 fiddle tunes.Arnold Palmer Hudson (1892–1978) was a Mississippi native, born in Palmer’s
Hall in Attala County, Mississippi. As a freshman at the University of Mississippi in 1908, Hudson
was inspired by his English teacher Ebner C. Perrow’s interest in collecting folk songs. Perrow at



that time was preparing a number of songs for publication in the Journal of American Folklore.
However, moving from inspiration to action took fifteen years. Hudson began teaching in the
English department of the University of Mississippi in 1920. Three years later, during his English
class teaching English and Scottish ballads, one of his students, Wessen M. Crocker, recited
several songs. Crocker stated that his cousin, Mrs. G. V. Easley, knew many more. In 1925
Hudson and Crocker visited Mrs. Easley at her farm and collected twenty-five ballad texts.
Shortly thereafter two of his students, T. A. Bickerstaff and Lois Womble, collected more
texts.His interest in folk song growing, Hudson gave a lecture, “A Patch of Mississippi Balladry,”
during the 1926 summer session at the University of Mississippi, which generated interest and
donations of ballads collected by students. Newspaper coverage of the lecture generated “a
number of communications from widely scattered sections of the state,”1 including ballad
texts.In the fall, Hudson taught a seminar course in the folklore of Mississippi where his eight
students collected several hundred ballads. The following year nine students added about 500
more songs. In the spring of 1927, Hudson founded the Mississippi Folk-Lore Society, which
never grew beyond twenty-five members and published only one collection, Specimens of
Mississippi Folklore, later largely absorbed into Mississippi Folk Songs and Their
Background.Ballad singers: Mrs. Bickerstaff, Mrs. Lillian Bickerstaff Pennington, Miss Hellums,
Mrs. Audrey Hellums, and Miss Eri Douglas, state director, FWP. Tishomingo, May 11, 1939.
Photo by Abbott Ferriss, courtesy Mississippi Department of Archives and History.Hudson’s
approach to documenting folk song was editorial. Instead of working from primary written
sources, as had many previous scholars, he utilized his students to do the bulk of the actual
collecting. The focus was primarily on survivals of English balladry among white people in
Mississippi.In his book, Hudson utilizes early census reports to describe the settlers and
therefore their music’s cultural origins. He points to patterns of migration to suggest that the bulk
of settlers in early Mississippi were of English cultural background, with a small percentage of
Scots and even fewer Irish. He traces them as part of the ongoing westward migration starting
with the offspring of residents of the well-settled states of Virginia, North and South Carolina,
Georgia, and Alabama. He notes the large numbers of slaves but does not factor them into his
calculations. He ignores their music as well.Publishing was certainly on Hudson’s mind in 1927.
One hundred pages of “Ballads and Songs from Mississippi” appeared in the Journal of
American Folk-Lore (Vol. XXXIX, no. 152, 1927), which also allocated thirteen pages to
Harvard’s preeminent folklore scholar, Professor George Lyman Kittredge, discussing two of the
songs. The idea of a larger work was forming in Hudson’s mind, and he approached Professor
Kittredge about it, writing him: “If Harvard University Press brings out the volume, I am afraid you
will have to take my judgment about some little matters of inclusion and exclusion, for in these
ballad books (of which Harvard University Press makes something of a specialty) the Syndics
rather lean on me.”2Hudson’s collecting work in Mississippi folklore ended in 1930 when he
received his PhD from the University of North Carolina and moved there to teach as associate
professor of English.Ballad singers: Mrs. Mae Wesson, Ila Long, Theodosia Bonnet Long,



Birmah Hill Grissom. May 8 or 9, 1939. Photo by Abbott Ferriss, 1939, courtesy Mississippi
Department of Archives and History.Due to the financial constraints of the Depression,
publication of Folk Songs of Mississippi and Their Background was delayed until 1936, when the
University of North Carolina Press published it. The book in its published form contains 157
songs and ballads, many with multiple versions listed, but in text only, without musical notation.
Its 321 pages also contain chapters on Mississippi history, ballad communities, and singers.
Much attention is paid to aligning the ballads with versions from Francis Child’s epic work of
scholarship, The English and Scottish Ballads.Hudson was well aware of the limitations in
publishing a book of folk song without musical notation. In a 1937 letter of advice to a Florida
English teacher on how to go about collecting folk song, he said: “If it is at all possible, musical
notation of the song or ballad should be secured. Interest in the musical side of folk song is
decidedly on the increase.”3 His 1937 publication (with George Herzog, “one of the first scholars
to be called an ethnomusicologist”4), Folk Tunes from Mississippi, rather modestly attempted to
diminish that failing with its publication of forty-five melodies:The following folk song tunes were
collected from white people in Mississippi between the years of 1923 and 1930. . . . The
notations were made by sundry obliging friends and acquaintances, some of whom were trained
musicians but most of whom knew only the elements of musical notation. For the merits or
shortcomings of the notations I am not qualified to offer either praise or apology. I am uncritically
grateful to each and every one of my helpers.5A young Alan Lomax, then twenty-three years old,
wrote a very critical review of Hudson’s Folksongs of Mississippi and Their Backgrounds at the
end of 1938, attacking Hudson for his defense of southern class structure where the “privileges
of a superior order were more or less conceded.” He further argued that the songs were
presented out of social context with no mention of the informant’s poverty or that folk songs were
still being made up. Lomax saw folk music is a living tradition, whereas Hudson’s framing of folk
as static and ancient reeked of Francis Child’s outdated idealization of the “folk.” A few months
after that review, in the summer of 1939, Alan and John Lomax stopped in North Carolina to see
A. P. Hudson. They were conducting a courtesy call to inform him that they would be collecting in
his “turf” and to ask for his advice and support as they were planning some recording in his
area.That same year, Charles Seeger of the FMP in Washington reviewed the Mississippi music
manuscripts collected in 1936, work that was based on songs and contacts from Hudson’s
Folksongs of Mississippi and Their Backgrounds. Excited by the richness of that collection,
Seeger proposed the summer expedition that recorded Mississippi fiddlers.Hudson continued to
teach folklore and English romantic literature at the University of North Carolina until his
retirement. In 1952 he edited (with H. M. Belden) two volumes of the Frank C. Brown Collection
of North Carolina Folklore. He edited North Carolina Folklore, the journal of the North Carolina
Folklore Society, from 1954 to 1963.Hudson had the only folk recordings available on campus
on a small shelf in his office, which he used to illustrate his course. Admittedly there were few
recordings available in the early fifties, but in his class Hudson made no distinction between the
recordings of the Kingston Trio, John Jacob Niles, and opera singers performing “folk” as art



song or Lomax field recordings of actual ballad singers. A University of North Carolina graduate
student in 1953 described attending A. P. Hudson’s course “The English Ballad”: “When he
played these pieces in class, Hudson listened as raptly to the over-artful renditions of Dyer-
Bennet as to the classic traditional performances of Horton Barker.”6 That grad student, Daniel
W. Patterson, took over the ballad course on Hudson’s retirement in 1968 and began building on
Hudson’s small shelf of records. Eventually the library at the University of North Carolina
became the home of the John Edwards Memorial Collection, one of the premier sources of
documentation and recordings for early country music in America. Hudson’s papers and
recordings were one of the first folk collection donations to the university.Roosevelt and the
DepressionEverybody in Washington from the Roosevelts on down was interested in folk
music . . . They were the first prominent Americans to ever spend any money on it.—Alan
Lomax7These were tumultuous times. The stock market finally bottomed out on July 8, 1932,
after the 1929 crash. Bank closings started in February 1933 in Louisiana and spread to other
states. There was increasing panic heading toward the inauguration. Farmers were rioting. All
twelve Federal Reserve banks closed. Banks in forty-three states had closed; there was only
limited business or restricted banking. President Herbert Hoover did nothing. Eight days after his
inauguration, Franklin Delano Roosevelt gave the first of his “fireside” speeches, claiming that
there is “Nothing to fear but fear itself” and promising action. The next day, Monday, the banks
reopened. America was ready for dramatic changes.Roosevelt turned to Harry Hopkins, with
whom he had worked when governor of New York, for ideas and action to put people back to
work. Together they put into place a series of short-term programs to create work, with an
alphabet soup of acronyms: NRA, FERA, RS, and CWA. Funding varied wildly from year to year
as the administration shifted programs and priorities to navigate the economy and the anti–New
Deal opposition.The Federal Emergency Relief Administration (FERA) was a temporary first
attempt to relive the crisis by administering direct relief. But, as Harry Hopkins saw it, there were
two major flaws. First, $6.50 per week was not enough money to live on. Second, applying for
relief required a humiliating “means test” of providing proof that one was indeed destitute.
Hopkins firmly believed, based on his previous relief administration experiences in New York,
that most people would rather work than take handouts. Charity abused their dignity, but there is
no shame in work. Moreover, workers could retain or develop new skills and the nation could
benefit from the results of the work.Afro-American church gathering. Photo by Abbott Ferriss,
1939, courtesy Mississippi Department of Archives and History.When the FERA expired
unemployment remained high, and along with it the need for government assistance. By
executive order Roosevelt then created Works Progress Administration, again headed by Harry
Hopkins, who directed that it “shall be responsible to the president for the honest, efficient,
speedy and coordinated execution of the work relief program as a whole, and for the execution
of that program in such manner as to move from the relief rolls to work on such projects or in
private employment the maximum number of persons in the shortest time possible.”8In the midst
of a mighty effort to get America back to work, Roosevelt, in stark contrast with Hoover, found it



useful to focus attention on poor whites and minorities that were suffering the most from the
Depression. Folk music became one more tool, celebrating the strength and resiliency of the
“Forgotten Man” and emphasizing cultural unity and collective action.Folk music was
encouraged in programs throughout the New Deal, but also invited directly into the White House
for concerts nine times during the Roosevelts’ time in residence. Alan Lomax was invited by
Eleanor to sing privately for Franklin Roosevelt in their home. The high point for New Deal
folklorists was the state visit in May 1939 by the King and Queen of England. Charles Seeger
was involved in programming of a performance arranged by Eleanor Roosevelt. Marion
Anderson, Kate Smith, and Lawrence Tibbett performed classical and light pop. Alan Lomax
sang cowboy songs and the Coon Creek Girls string band from Kentucky performed with the
Soco Gap Square Dance Team.Dinner on the ground, New Hope Baptist Church, May 21, 1939.
Photo by Abbott Ferriss, 1939, courtesy Mississippi Department of Archives and History.The
WPA Federal Arts ProjectsHell, they’ve got to eat, just like other people.—Harry Hopkins,
19349Early in 1935, the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act passed with $4.8 billion in funding.
From this, the WPA was created in May 1936, with Harry Hopkins as its head. In August the
Federal Number One project was created as the umbrella organization for the four federal arts
programs: the Federal Music Project (FMP), the Federal Arts Project (FAP), the Federal Theater
Project (FTP), and the Federal Writers Project (FWP). Hopkins had deep experience in “relief”
organizations and had seen firsthand the damage to the human spirit and dignity caused by
charity. He saw to it that the overriding imperative of the WPA was to put people to work; work to
resuscitate, to rebuild the human capital of Depression-era America. People need to work, even
artists.A tiny part of the total WPA efforts, in 1936 the arts programs of Federal One spent about
$40 million and employed 40,000 (vs. over three million in WPA overall) but generated most of
the bad press. They were easy targets for the anti–New Dealers. People were literally starving;
who needed art or theater, music or writing?Of the four federal arts projects, the writers and
music projects were the most involved with folk music, particularly in Mississippi.Each of the arts
projects was shaped by the personalities of the directors. Before coming to head the Federal
Writers Project, Henry Alsberg had a wide variety of experience to draw from; lawyer, foreign
correspondent, assistant to the ambassador to Turkey, editor, playwright, Jewish relief worker in
Russia. Lacking in administrative skills, he somehow managed to exude authority.One of his first
problems was finding directors for the state projects in all fifty states. Some states just did not
have writers, much less writers he could work with. Worse yet, in the beginning there was no
idea of what they should be writing. In larger cities where there were numbers of writers, many
had leftist or communist leanings. The inter-office political arguments were ferocious. Many had
drinking problems. People were on the payroll, but what were they supposed to be writing?
Alsberg was politically savvy enough to realize that he needed to have results to show for the
expenditures, and it needed to be for the “public good.” Simply funding creative writing would
invite attack. The answer came in the form of travel guides for each state. Other kinds of projects
also were carried out, such as local histories, ex-slave interviews, and folktale compilations.



Hundreds of books and pamphlets were eventually produced. But many months went by before
the Music Project had anything to show for it efforts, thus giving its critics ammunition.From the
very start of the FWP, in response to the Alsberg-distributed manual of instructions, folklore was
being collected. As it began to pile up in Washington, Alsberg realized he needed someone
knowledgeable to sort it out, and in 1936 he turned to John Lomax as the National Advisor of
Folklore and Folkways. For a year Lomax gathered Negro lore, recorded a large number of folk
songs, and wrote instructions for the interviewers of ex-slaves. The interviews were later
compiled and edited by B. A. Botkin into Lay My Burden Down: A Folk History of Slavery
(1945).The 1930s were particularly grim for professional musicians. Preceding the Depression,
the new technologies of movie soundtracks, radio, and records conspired to eliminate most of
the jobs that had been filled by classically trained musicians. Theatres, restaurants, hotels, pubs,
and funerals all quickly embraced inexpensive canned music. Worse yet, popular tastes were
changing quickly. Interest in and opportunities for classical music were declining. The spotlight
was moving to jazz and swing. The American Federation of Musicians estimated that in 1933,
12,000 out of 15,000 union members in New York and two-thirds of the musicians in the country
were out of work. Due to the dire need, the FMP was the first of the arts projects begun.The FMP
started slowly, with employment in November 1935 of less than a thousand. But at its peak in
1936 there were 15,842 workers, musicians, educators, and score copyists on the payroll. This
made the FMP the largest of the arts programs, and by that standard the most successful. As
with the entire WPA, putting the unemployed back to work was complicated by the need to not
compete with those who still had jobs. To avoid competing with private teachers, the 6,000 FMP
music teachers could only teach those who could not pay. There was no shortage of pupils:
fourteen million were taught composition, theory, history, appreciation, and conducting for choral
or instrumental groups. There was also group instruction in folk dancing and folk music for adults
and children.Nikolai Sokoloff, the national director of the FMP, had been a child prodigy, a
conductor of San Francisco Philharmonic, and the director of the Cleveland Orchestra. Schooled
in European traditions and composers, Sokoloff was unwavering in his belief that spreading
“good music” would “elevate” American culture. Music that did not measure up to his exacting
standards was not worthy of his support. He stated: “We know that we could not suddenly take
away the accustomed music diet of a community so we studied and shared with our groups the
least obnoxious of their favorites. We sang their songs and listened to their prodigies. But all the
time we were working up to a different type of song to supplant the spurious ‘popular’ music.”10
Sokoloff’s stated goals for the FMP were to provide employment for musicians on relief, to
establish high standards, to classify musicians, to stimulate community interest, to educate the
public, and (most importantly in terms of the programs’ survival) to show government fighting the
Depression.In accepting the job, Sokoloff knew that he and the project would be fighting to
survive and would be attentively monitored by WPA critics for any misstep, radicalism, or anti-
American influence. He needed allies. He created advisory councils enlisting support from some
of the country’s most prestigious musicians of the time, the American Federation of Musicians



Union (AFM) and even the president of the four-thousand-member National Federation of Music
Clubs. The AFM was not an easy association to make as the bulk of its membership performed
popular and dance music. Few of its 105,000 members in 1936 were classical musicians. The
FMP compromised with the AFM on hiring practices and pay, and the AFM provided political
cover for the FMP. The AFM had and enforced a policy against political radicalism by members.
Of all of the federal arts projects, the FMP had the least amount of controversy.Sokoloff’s bias for
classical music over all other forms had a practical disadvantage. As Joseph Webber, president
of the AFM, argued, previous to the Depression orchestras and classical performances only
sustained about a thousand professional musicians in the whole country, and the need for
employment and the WPA’s goals for assistance far exceeded that minority. He could see no
reason that Sokoloff’s hopes for a renaissance of classical music was likely or would be of use in
solving the unemployment problem. But in the face of resistance and opposition, Sokoloff
persisted in his pursuit of (in the words of New York City FMP director Lee Pattison) “a
permanent audience for the support of really good music in this country.”11 Initially the FMP was
well regarded, as it provided employment and quality low-cost music to local communities. But
the near-exclusion of vernacular music from the FMP had its critics. When the New Deal political
coalition began to weaken in 1936, conservative rural and anti–New Deal legislators forced
cutbacks and investigations. There were charges of communist supervision.Under Sokoloff,
FMP was able to do little with folk music collecting or performance. The Federal Writers Project
was more open to collecting folklore. However, under pressure, the FMP did support some folk
festivals. Harry Hopkins requested that the FMP promote a national folk festival; though the FMP
did not follow through on his directive, a few local festivals such as the American Folk Song
Festival near Ashland, Kentucky, received some assistance from FMP. In early 1936 Jean
Thomas in the Kentucky unit organized a folk performing unit, the Kentucky Mountain Minstrels,
and collected “some two hundred folk songs and fiddle tunes.”12 Sokoloff would not let the
performing group be promoted, and it was disbanded in July. Folk projects under the FMP
tended to be of short duration and limited in resources. The exception was in New Mexico.
Operating from 1936–41, it collected, transcribed, and disseminated folk music, songs, and
dances of the old Spanish West to teachers throughout the state and printed five
publications.And then there was the summer of 1936 in Mississippi.The 1936 Federal Music
Project in MississippiFor a few months in the summer of 1936, over one hundred music teachers
became folk music collectors, amassing well over 3,500 versions of songs and fiddle tunes.
Unlike other collections made by trained folklorists working alone, the collection they brought
back would contain a bit of everything: parlor music from the 1890s, songs from then-recent
78rpm records, gospel songs, a Russian folk song, fiddle tunes, minstrel-show songs, cowboy
songs, and children’s songs. Their instructions were to collect songs of certain types, although
no mention was made of documenting anything about the informant and his thoughts about the
music. This was progress away from Kittredge’s vision of “The text is the thing.” In 1936 we have
interviewers in the field gathering both text and music—and yet, for some of that music we do



not even know the source’s name. The work of these interviewers now resides in the Mississippi
Department of Archives and History. Maps showing the geographic distribution of their work
appear in Appendix A.When the FMP project in Mississippi first got under way in early 1936,
however, its primary mission was to employ musicians in teaching and performing, not in
collecting songs and tunes. Jerome Sage, the Mississippi state director for the Federal Music
Project, had her hands full. She was new to the job, and in fact the whole organization was new
and the rules were changing rapidly, as funding and direction were modified by national and
state politics. It was a large undertaking, consisting of about 130 music teachers, a ten-person
orchestra in Jackson, a five-person entertaining unit in Meridian, a four-person Negro mixed
quartet in Jackson, and six administrative positions. To help her manage the enterprise spread
out over forty counties with poor transportation and communications, she had two district
directors and three secretaries. Many letters were handwritten. Bulletins and a few important
letters were typed. What should have been the small effort of getting blank music books was
difficult and snared in bureaucracy. Simple communications failures could be very time
consuming, as noted by Miss Jerome Sage in her directive to state workers in her April 23, 1936
bulletin:It has come to my attention that workers on the Federal Music Project are not adhering
to systematic schedules. . . . In visiting some of the projects in the state it has happened in
several instances that I would find no one on the project at the time it was scheduled in the
district office to be in progress. You can readily see that if the State or the District Supervisor
drives from twenty-five to fifty miles to observe classes in instruction, it is rather disconcerting to
find that these classes meet the next day instead of the day scheduled.13With only nineteen
performers on the payroll in Mississippi, the main employment opportunity became teaching
music classes. Author Milton Meltzer elaborates: “In Mississippi alone, the project reached
70,000 people across 40 counties, evoking such an intense response to music that the sale of
secondhand pianos shot up.”14 Federal instructions on teaching mandated that the FMP not
compete with private music instructors; thus the FMP could only offer lessons to those unable to
pay for lessons. All music programs were required to have local sponsors, such as the American
Legion, YMCA, YWCA, etc. The local sponsors would often provide space and political cover as
proof of community support.From the very beginning of the FMP in Mississippi in early 1936,
there was some small thought given to collect folk music. Jerome Sage wrote in her report:Many
of the “River” songs that are peculiar to the state are being written down for the first time and we
plan to have a booklet of these tunes which will be placed in the Department of Archives and
History. The custom prevails among the Negroes in the Delta section of the state of assembling
on the levee of the Mississippi River to sing to “Ole Man River” when he threatens to go on a
rampage in the spring of the year. These songs have a peculiar plaintiveness and spring partly
from superstition and partly from the Negro’s implicit faith that “God will roll all of the troubles
away”. So far as is known these songs have never been written down.15However, little was done
to collect folk music until, unexpectedly, the Mississippi FMP dramatically changed course. In
the summer of 1936 the State Board of Health ordered suspension of all classes with children



under sixteen due to a few cases of poliomyelitis. Suddenly, teachers on the FMP payroll had no
one to teach. By necessity the music project adapted, turning its idle hands to folk music
collecting. Their first step was to inventory previous work done such as that available at the
University of Mississippi Library. There they found Hudson’s manuscripts and several theses by
his graduate students, almost entirely consisting of song texts without music notation. An early
but undated and unsigned report, “Research Work of the Federal Music Project,” begins:Federal
Music Project documents. Courtesy Mississippi Department of Archives and History.Federal
Music Project documents. Courtesy Mississippi Department of Archives and History.Judging by
the rudimentary quality of her notation, it would seem that, for this transcriber, all fiddle tunes
really are the same. Collected summer of 1936. Courtesy Mississippi Department of Archives
and History.Some months ago it became increasingly apparent that although extensive work
had been done in collecting the texts of folk-songs and ballads, very little, comparatively, had
been accomplished in recording the tunes and melodies. This is true, not only of Mississippi, but
of other sections where any effort has been made to preserve the folk-music; the idea that “the
text is the thing” had perhaps made collectors overlook the importance of saving the melody at
the same time.16Lists of folk songs previously found in Mississippi were created based on these
books and theses. The lists were used by the field workers to prompt the interviewee and as a
checklist of song melodies to be located.In addition to the continuing search for ballads, there
was an interest and directives to look for other kinds of folk music. There were two lists, one for
white music to be collected and another for Negro music. In the white list were local event songs,
play party songs, children’s singing games, banjo tunes, square dance calls, and vendors’ calls.
And fiddle tunes, as specified in a FMP instructional handout sheet: “especially from players
who tune the fiddle in different ways for different songs; also any of the ‘little old foolish songs’
that are sometimes sung to, or with fiddle tunes. We are not much interested in string bands.”17
The Negro list directed the search for “ring plays,” work songs, “bad men” ballads, field hollers,
“jumped-up” songs, lullabies, chants such as levee wake-up calls, and vendors’ calls. The
directive sheet begins, “we do not need spirituals, or any religious songs sung by quartets or
trained groups.” A later letter elucidates: “Our greatest concentration, however, will be on Negro
music, and on saving all we can of the priceless form of folk-music. The attention of every worker
has been called to the value of the Negro spiritual as distinguished from Negro religious songs
which have been learned for the white man, and to the importance of retaining as far as possible
the dialect and the notation.”18 There are a curious number of pop songs about Indians in the
collection such as “Little Mohea,” “Red Wing,” and “Indian Naponee.” There was a directive that it
was of great interest to the project to document songs from the Indians of the state. However, no
actual Indian songs were collected.These music teachers turned field workers were novices and
had not previously collected folk music, taken dictation of folk melodies, or studied folk music.
Jerome Sage’s letters and bulletins to them that summer encourage and prod the field workers
to refer to the constantly updated lists of songs collected to avoid duplication and to search for
music of real interest. Jerome Sage commented on the collecting process in early 1936:



“Though not very many Old Fiddler’s tunes have been submitted as yet, a few more are
beginning to come in; with various Old Fiddler’s contests to be held during this month, it is hoped
that some generally, hitherto unpublished old tunes will be secured.”19 Appendix C contains a
field worker’s account of the Hazlehurst fiddle contest.A. P. Hudson became aware of the
fieldwork and approached the Mississippi office of the Federal Music Project in an attempt to
improve his book by joining forces. In a letter to Nikolai Sokoloff, Jerome Sage wrote:Dr. Palmer
Hudson of the University of North Carolina, on learning that we had such a project in Mississippi,
wrote urging that we collaborate with him in his new book which was at that time on the press,
and the publication of which he was willing to hold up for our answer. I wrote him that all the
material which we had collected had been collected on Federal funds and for that reason it
would not be possible for us to have any part in his book.20By December 1936 the polio crisis
had subsided, teaching was resumed, and the folk song collecting project was halted. Without
Nikolai Sokoloff’s support and funding it could not continue. Jerome Sage conveyed the news in
a letter to a subordinate:The research project is definitely canceled but I shall carry you as a
supervisor on the teaching project as long as that project is in operation. Please do not feel that
you have to hurry or that it is necessary to have anything ready to submit to Washington by
January 1st. You are to work as leisurely as you care to work in order that you may do the job
satisfactorily to yourself. Miss MacDonald is to come back to Oxford. I am also leaving Miss
Wallace on the project and she is to continue her work of revising and editing under your
directions.21With the collecting over, and no publication in the works, the actual documents
remained. But what to do with them? Jerome Sage wrote:I have realized all along that the
manuscripts were the possession of the Federal Government and we were in the process of
indexing and filing them very carefully when your letter canceling the project was received. While
the material is not in as good condition as I should like to have it, it is all carefully filed and is
available at any time. . . . It is my opinion that we have some very valuable material and I hope
that at some time we may be allowed to complete the monograph, which we had planned. My
interest in the matter has really grown greatly since attending the meetings in Chicago,
particularly the section on musicology.22Sage and Eri Douglas, state director of the FWP, were
reluctant to give up on the project, but there was little they could do to move it to publication.
However, in 1939 a new field-recording project conceived in Washington raised their hopes of
moving to publication with an even larger, more complete book on Mississippi folk song.A New
Deal for Folk MusicRecord EVERYthing, Don’t omit, don’t concentrate on any single style. We
know so little! Record everything!—Charles Seeger23Folklore efforts took a new direction during
Roosevelt’s administration. Working within government instead of universities, a new set of
folklorists and administrators took an interest in collecting. Moreover, thoughts about what
should be collected were changing, as author Bill Malone put it: “Significantly, they were no
longer preserving the remnants of a dying or primitive culture, they were instead documenting
cultures in transition.”24 Change was in the air. Capitalism had dramatically failed. Socialist and
Communist political parties were attracting sizable followings. Workers were banding together in



unions. Collective action was on the rise.What had begun with individuals, starting with Francis
Child and his groundbreaking ten-volume The English and Scottish Ballads, down through A. P.
Hudson, continued within the New Deal through the efforts of a group of dedicated individuals
working in concert, primarily John and Alan Lomax, Charles and Ruth Crawford Seeger, and B.
A. Botkin. In a speech remembering Botkin, Alan Jabbour, a past head of the Archive of
American Folk Song at the Library of Congress, describes this group as a folk music
“directorate” that was able to utilize the WPA to further folk music collection, publication, and
preservation. Their interests insured that their paths continually crossed in the 1930s.Collecting
and analyzing ballad texts was beginning to give way to scientific methods of survey and
sampling. In the Mississippi Delta from 1941 through 1942, Fisk University and Alan Lomax
conducted a comparative ethnological survey that set out to document adaptation and evolution
within multiple forms of folk music in a single region, the Mississippi Delta. At the time, it was a
new idea to look for folk song in the Delta. Jerome Sage, the head of the state’s music project,
cautioned Alan Lomax, “there are no folk songs and folklore typical of the Miss. Delta, since the
region has been opened up and settled comparatively recently.”25 Lomax responded in
disagreement: “It is a folklorists’ illusion that folklore communities are pure, that the pure old
tradition is the one most worth studying.”26In 1921 Ruth Crawford made her way to the
American Conservatory of Music in Chicago to attain a music-teaching certificate. Teaching
music was one of the few ways a female musician in the 1920s could respectably earn a living.
Once at the conservatory, her one-year course of study expanded along with her interest in
composing. It was here that Ruth Crawford was introduced to Carl Sandburg and for a short
while was the piano teacher for his daughters. She grew close to the family, as a “sort of added
informal unadopted daughter.”27 Sandburg turned to Crawford to create piano settings for four
of the songs for the most successful folk music anthology of the 1920s, his American Songbag
(1927). She continued to study in Chicago until 1929 when, at the urging of her friend and
composer Henry Cowell, she began her study of advanced composition and dissonant harmony
in New York with Charles Seeger. Her early Chicago compositions received critical acclaim,
comparing her music most favorably to contemporary male composers. Her later work, from the
early 1930s, established her reputation as a major American modern dissonant composer and
the first major female one.Charles Seeger studied music composition at Harvard in 1904 and
read Chaucer under Professor Kittredge, who had assisted and succeeded Professor Francis
Child. From 1921–33 Seeger taught at what later became the Julliard School of Music in New
York, and lectured from 1933–35 at the New School of Social Research. There, as author Nolan
Porterfield described, “he introduced the first courses of ethnomusicology, the study of music
within its social and historical context.”28 Far more than composing, his main interests ran to
advanced modern music theories, teaching, and politics. His relationship with Ruth Crawford
began as her teacher in 1929, but by 1932 they had joined their considerable talents in
marriage.As American composers interested in developing a distinctive national style of music,
the Seegers were drawn to the Composers Collective. Originally named the Pierre DeGeyter



Club after the composer of the “Internationale,” the Composers Collective was founded in 1931
in New York as a political organization under the direction of the Workers Music League of the
American Communist Party. Seeger, along with other members Marc Blitzstein, Elie
Siegmeister, and Henry Cowell, struggled to create a new music for the masses with the goal
that, in the words of author Kenneth J. Bindas, “Proletarian” music had to be “politically correct,
musically progressive, and provide a marching anthem for the people.”29However, the masses
were not much interested in singing difficult, dissonant music. In 1935 the group began to accept
vernacular music as valid, socially and politically. Alan Lomax brought Aunt Molly Jackson, an
Appalachian protest folk singer, to a meeting. She and the composers found each other mutually
incomprehensible. But as Jackson was leaving, Seeger told her, “You’re on the right track and
we’re on the wrong track” in finding “the people’s idiom.”30In New York, Charles and Ruth
discovered George Pullen Jackson’s book White Spirituals in the Southern Uplands, and
particularly responded to the beauty of “Wondrous Love” and “Wayfaring Stranger.” They met
and became friendly with the painter Thomas Hart Benton and his wife, Rita. With the Bentons in
their loft on 8th Street, the Seegers first played and sang folk songs. Charles’s son from his first
marriage, Pete Seeger, first heard “John Henry” played in the Bentons’ loft. At the dedication of
Benton’s “America Today” murals at the New School in January 1931, Charles Seeger played
“folk” guitar with Benton’s “hillbilly” band. The program included many of the artist’s favorites
such as “Cindy,” “Ida Red,” and “My Horses Ain’t Hungry,” which were all new to Seeger.After
studying at Harvard and publishing Cowboy Songs in 1910, John Lomax had returned to Texas,
where he taught, started the Texas Folklore Society, and raised a family. But in 1932, at sixty-four
years of age, he was at a low point in his life. His beloved wife Bess had died. He found himself
depressed, ill, unemployed, with two children Alan and Bess still in school. Urged by his oldest
son John Jr. to revisit his early passion for folk song collecting and speaking, he rallied. On the
strength of his previous book and his force of personality, he convinced Macmillan to agree to
publish his proposed new book, American Ballads and Folk Songs, and to give him an advance
on royalties. He proposed that it would be a collection of songs gathered from existing sources,
buttressed by new Negro folksongs that he soon would collect. Next, he approached Herbert
Putnam, the Librarian of Congress, and Carl Engel, the chief of the music division. He proposed
a relationship to them in which he would collect field recordings for deposit in the Library of
Congress. A few months later this matured into a small grant from the Library of Congress to
fund travel expenses and use of recording equipment.That summer, John Lomax with his son,
Alan, who was on college break, toured Southern prisons recording blues, gospel, hollers, and
worksongs under extraordinarily difficult circumstances. The radicalized younger Lomax drove
and argued race, politics, and folk music with his conservative father throughout the trip. At the
end of the summer, Herbert Putnam formalized and described John Lomax’s relationship with
the Library of Congress as “Honorary Conservator of our Archive of American Folksong,
incidentally continuing, with our machine, at your own expense, to record and collect material in
the field, and while in Washington, assisting in the response to inquiries involving the Archive



itself.”31 Lomax received the title and status of working for the Library of Congress, $1 a month,
and use of the Library of Congress’s portable disc recorder, though he had to pay for his own
blank discs. He was required to give the Library of Congress copies of his recordings but was
able to retain ownership and use of the material. Though basically unpaid, his position with the
Library of Congress burnished his reputation and enabled access to grants that funded his
work.During the 1930s, John and Alan Lomax deposited with the Archive of American Folk Song
about ten thousand field recordings from their many expeditions. From those recordings and
previously published songs, John and Alan assembled the book American Ballads and Folk
Songs, and arranged for Kittredge to write the foreword. When the Lomaxes arrived to deliver
the manuscript, they were surprised to find that Macmillan had invited Charles Seeger and
Henry Cowell to the meeting in hopes that they would read the book and approve of it. The
Lomaxes were suspicious and dubious over the presence of the ivory tower academics.
However, Seeger and Cowell were enthusiastic about the book. Wary, Alan Lomax warmed to
the Seegers over discussions of proletarian culture politics. Judith Tick quotes Lomax saying,
“Charlie was the first person who gave me the feeling that there was a real connection between
how people lived—social economics—and music.”32In 1935, with his prospects for work in New
York poor and with a family to support, a lifeline for the Seegers appeared in the form of a job for
Charles within the WPA’s Resettlement Administration (RA) in the Special Skills Division. He had
been recommended for the job by the painter Charles Pollock, whose brother Jackson was
Thomas Hart Benton’s student.Poor farming methods and cycles of drought were serious
problems for farmers even before the 1929 crash. There were massive areas of erosion. Land
under cultivation was declining in nutrient value and prices were depressed. Many farmers lived
at a bare subsistence level as sharecroppers, itinerant laborers, or harvest tramps. The RA was
created to relieve farm and urban poverty. Its goals were to establish effective land-use
programs, resettle destitute low income families, construct model communities in suburban
areas, offer rural rehabilitation loans and grants to help farmers purchase land, and move rural
populations to new farms and communities. The communities thus created from disparate
groups of farmers were not harmonious.Seeger’s job was to develop and implement musical
projects to pull people together, to “Encourage social integration”33 using familiar music idioms,
especially folk song. His plan was to introduce trained RA musicians to collect, and then teach
their own folk music back to the farmers. He had difficulty finding the right musicians. In some
cases, the RA musicians ignored Seeger’s injunction to use familiar folk music and insisted on
performing classical music. Only a very small number of RA musicians ultimately were fielded.
Two of the most successful were Margaret Valiant, a conservatory trained Mississippian who
was one of Ruth’s close friends, and Sidney Robertson. Far from his earlier goal of trying to
create music for the masses, along with his developing interest in folk music, Seeger had
reformulated his position on the purpose of music: “The main question . . . should not be ‘is it
good music?’ But ‘what is the music good for?’ And if it bids fair to weld the community into more
resourceful and democratic action for a better life . . . then it must be conceded to be ‘good for’



that.”34Jesse Walter Fewkes had used an Edison cylinder recorder in 1890 to document
Passamaguoddy Indians in Calais, Maine, thereby pioneering field recording. Excited by the
results and the possibilities, he urged all collectors to use the new device. Ethnologists working
with American Indian cultures, such as Franz Boaz of Columbia University, were quick to follow
up, recording an estimated fifteen thousand cylinders. Europeans such as Percy Grainger and
Béla Bartók also took up the challenge. John Lomax, Robert Winslow Gordon, and a few others
made limited use of the cylinder recording equipment to document American folk music, but it
was not until the early 1930s, when better and more portable disc recorders became available,
that larger numbers of field recordings were made. Audio field recording transformed the
collecting of folk music. No longer limited to music notation and description, the actual
performance with all its nuance and context could be captured, uninterpreted or distorted by the
collector.Seeger planned to record folk music to bolster farmers’ morale, train RA workers, and
preserve the music. Seeger urged his staff to “collect everything” but to look for what was
important to the folk; their preferences were as important as the music itself. Sidney Robertson
did many of the recordings, Charles Seeger a few, and in all, RA workers recorded 159 Presto
discs of various kinds of ethnic music. Seeger had folk song booklets made with the collected
songs, published and distributed to foster community singing. As part of the job, Charles
traveled extensively, experiencing live “folk,” their living conditions, and their music for the first
time. Ruth, at home with the children, was restless and very much wanted to see and hear for
herself. In 1936 she got her chance. Charles, Pete, and Ruth Seeger, B. A. Botkin, and Sidney
Robertson traveled together to Bascomb Lunsford’s 1936 Mountain Dance and Folk Festival in
Asheville, North Carolina. Pete was exposed to traditional banjo playing, in the person of
Samantha Baumgarter, which made a lifelong impression. After getting a taste of field recording
at the RA, Robertson energetically continued to record in association with the Library of
Congress until 1940. Some of her work can be heard on the American Folklife Center website
pages “California Gold: Northern California Folk Music from the 1930s.”35 In 1942, at the end of
her field-recording career, she married Henry Cowell.The RA ended in 1937 when the anti–New
Deal Republicans in Congress succeeded in cutting its appropriations. The Seegers were
unemployed again and scrambling to get by.After five years of collecting, John Lomax was ready
to produce the second volume of American Ballads and Folk Songs. Prompted by Harold
Spivacke of the Archive of American Folk Song, he asked Charles Seeger to transcribe his field
recordings to produce piano settings for his songbook. Charles declined but suggested his wife
Ruth. Lomax was still sensitive over the reviews of his first book, Cowboy Songs, which had
been criticized for its bad transcriptions. For his second book, Negro Folk Songs as Sung by
Leadbelly, he had hired George Herzog, a Hungarian musicologist working at Columbia
University. Herzog had been trained by Erich von Hornbostel in Berlin to produce scientifically
accurate transcriptions. It turned out that the transcriptions were too accurate. Alan Lomax
summed it up, saying, “We sold 25 copies. Nobody could use the book in any way.”36 There had
been more criticism by George Herzog, Herbert Halpert, and other academics about the



inadequate Negro song transcriptions in the first volume of American Ballads and Folk Songs,
prepared for him by a Washington music teacher, Mary Gresham. John Lomax defensively
responded to Halpert’s criticism, saying it “won’t get him no folksongs.”37 In hiring Ruth Seeger,
Lomax hoped to avoid mistakes in selection and musical notation. It was an inspired choice. Her
rigorous work on the book made Ruth one of the foremost composer-transcribers of the
twentieth century.Transcription from a performance or recording is a delicate balancing act.
Simplify too much and the song is lifeless; capture too much and it can be unreadable. Ruth took
to the job with an intensity brought on by her recent conversion to folk music and her need to
bring in money to support their family. Ultimately the financial rewards were small. She was
extremely meticulous, wearing out the duplicate Library of Congress discs, playing them slowly
for up to seventy-five times. Unable to settle for anything less than perfection, Ruth’s scheduled
one year for the transcriptions stretched into four. She transcribed 300 songs and tunes, 190 of
which were used in the publication in 1941. One of them, fiddler William Stepp’s “Bonaparte’s
Retreat,” was selected and used by Aaron Copeland for his composition Rodeo. Ruth eventually
transcribed some six thousand recordings in the Library of Congress archives.After a long six
months of no income, in June 1938 Charles was hired as deputy director for the Federal Music
Project of the WPA. Director Nikolai Sokoloff assigned him the task of overseeing and
developing projects in traditional music and recreational activities. He remained with the
underfunded folk and social music division until the projects ended in 1941. Sokoloff and his
staff were firmly in control and largely blocked Seeger’s attempts to act on his more inclusive
vision of music in America.Benjamin A. Botkin had graduated from both Harvard and Columbia,
taught English, edited, and studied anthropology before arriving in Washington in 1937. He had
been granted a Julius Rosenwald Fellowship to do research at the Library of Congress in
southern folk and regional literature. The next year he became Chief Editor of National Folklore
at the FWP, after a controversy had ushered John Lomax from the position. Perhaps it was just
envy, but the American Folklore Society, where John Lomax had twice been president, had
turned on him. They passed a resolution distancing the society from the work Lomax had done
at the FWP, upset that an academically trained folklorist had not done the work. The director,
Henry Alsberg, resolved the controversy by hiring Botkin, whose credentials were exemplary.
The Seeger and Botkin families became colleagues and friends, with many late-night
conversations on politics and folklore’s place in New Deal America. Ruth and Ben acted as
sounding boards for each other as they developed their ideas on topics such as: does American
have folk music of its own, how to educate Americans about folk music, debunking the academic
misconceptions of “folk,” how to use “recreational” programs to educate about folk music, and
how should classical composers use folk music for fine-art music? Botkin is perhaps best
remembered for his folklore anthologies, which he wrote after leaving governmental work,
beginning in 1944 with the Treasury of American Folklore.Robert Winslow Gordon contracted his
obsession with folk music while studying with Wendall and Kittredge at Harvard. Though they did
not meet at that time, he was a freshman in the same year when John Lomax attended. In much



the same fashion as Lomax had begun collecting, but long after graduating from Harvard,
Gordon wrote a folk music column for a men’s magazine, Adventure, in which he solicited folk
songs. He was teaching English in California, but in academic circles of the time his passion for
collecting folk music, much less publishing in a men’s magazine, was considered most
disreputable. After a few years he was let go. He was a tinkerer, experimenting with photography,
radio, and sound recording, and very much a loner. In 1927, with little to no funding, he managed
four years of field recording in North Carolina. During his periodic research at the Library of
Congress, Gordon had become known there as a folk music specialist. Gordon approached Carl
Engel, chief of the music division with the idea to create a folk music archive at the Library of
Congress. The Archive of American Folk Song was initiated in 1928 when Engels was able to
raise funds from private sources for a one-year appointment of Robert Winslow Gordon as
“Specialist and Consultant in the Field of Folk Song and Literature.”38Gordon was a very poor fit
for the job. He had been hired to build a national repository of folk song, but he saw the job as a
way to continue his collecting and was rarely in the Library of Congress. He did not
communicate about his work or goals; no one knew what he was doing or often even where he
was. He soon had no political allies. Only in the 1970s were his long-misplaced recordings
discovered in the archive and made available. He had recorded close to a thousand cylinders
and had collected nearly ten thousand song texts through his Adventure column. But by 1932,
Gordon was finished at the Library of Congress.From its inception the archive had relied on
grants, but in 1937, for the first time, the federal government directly funded the archive. Alan
Lomax was hired in 1938 as the first employee with the title of Assistant in Charge. John Lomax
had been the archivist since 1932, but Alan carried out the day-to-day correspondence,
meetings, and politics. At the time, John Lomax told Alan that he, Alan, “would soon be so firmly
entrenched at the library that their critics couldn’t touch him, not even ‘the uppity Mr. Halpert.’”39
A year later, the Library of Congress approached Carnegie Corporation of New York to fund a
sound studio to press recordings for sale at cost to schools, colleges, students, and the public.
The grant was made in 1940. Charles Seeger headed a cataloging project of four thousand
recordings, which published the three-volume Check-List of Recording Songs in the English
Language in the Archive of American Folk Song to July 1940. In 1941 Botkin became
administrator and scholar at the AAFS as the Library of Congress Fellow in Folklore, then
Assistant in Charge before serving as chief of the AAFS till 1944. In February 1943, AAFS began
to issue compilations from the collection of field recordings, a project that eventually
encompassed 71 long-playing records. Alan and John Lomax visited and made many field
recordings in Mississippi, but their focus was on African American sources and they made no
recordings of Caucasian fiddlers in the state.MISSISSIPPIFIDDLE TUNESAND SONGS FROM
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TuningsResourcesGeneral IndexTune IndexPREFACEMy interest in discovering the fiddle music
of Mississippi began in the 1970s with reissues of commercial 78rpm records of Mississippi
string bands and fiddlers made from in the late 1920s and early 1930s. From England, Tony
Russell listed them all; along with interviews, photos, and descriptions of the bands and fiddlers
in his magazine Old Time Music no. 20 (spring 1976). That issue became my roadmap in
locating copies of those tunes so that I could learn them. My next revelation was the 1987 LP
Great Big Yam Taters, which contained some of the WPA field recordings made in 1939
accompanied by excellent liner notes. Eventually my search for the rest of those 1939 field



recordings led me to the American Folklife Center at the Library of Congress. While there, I
discovered that the photos from 1939 were archived in Jackson, Mississippi. When I travelled
there, to my great surprise I discovered a treasure trove of 1936 WPA fieldwork. Dismayed by the
scarcity of information about the sources and their music, I have searched for any information to
provide more contexts for these mysterious tunes. The essay contained in the first part of this
book is the result of that effort.A selection of the fiddle tunes collected by the WPA in 1936 and
1939 was originally intended as a small part of a larger WPA book on Mississippi folk music.
Sadly, the Federal Arts projects engaged in that work were defunded and disbanded before their
efforts came to fruition. The collected materials were archived. The book in your hands contains
transcriptions of all of the fiddle tunes from those collecting efforts, many more than would have
been included in the planned WPA book.In piecing together the story of how the WPA came to
collect fiddle tunes in Mississippi, a story whose events all happened before my birth, I was
deeply dependent on the work of the collectors, the contributions of the families of the source
musicians, the work of other authors in the field, and the work of the institutions that did the
original collecting and studied and preserved it. I am grateful to them all. The detective work has
been delightful, the search rewarding, and the music enlightening. My contribution with this book
essentially has been editorial in nature, pulling together the facts and the source material to
present to the reader.Many friends, colleagues, and family have encouraged and helped me in
bringing this book into being, and they deserve to be thanked here for sharing their patience,
expertise, collections, and skills: Greg Adams, Andy Kuntz, Kerry Blech, Elsie Berryhill, Lynda
Brister, Ken Bloom, Mary Connor, for her great detective work in locating descendants of the
1939 sources, Pat Conte, Joyce Cauthen, Celeste Frey, Ann Hoog of the American Folklife
Center at the Library of Congress, Jeff Place of the Smithsonian/Folkways Rinzler Archive, Tony
Russell, Brian Slattery, Ruby Brown Smith, and Julia Marks Young and Anne Lipscomb-Webster
at the Mississippi Department of Archives and History. I need to acknowledge Steve Austin’s
exacting, superlative work in bringing the transcriptions of Halpert’s 1939 fiddle tunes to life. I
asked him for help and he graciously took the lead for those tunes. A useful transcription is far
closer to reading the mind of the source than just documenting what was recorded. I join all
those interested in the musical heritage of Mississippi in gratefully acknowledging the work of
the many named and unnamed WPA workers who collected the music presented here. My
deepest thanks go to my wife, Patricia Schories, for understanding and encouraging me all
through this long process.This stage of my research into the fiddle music of Mississippi is now
complete; however, my interest continues. As more information comes to light, perhaps due to
the publication of this book, I will share it via my website: .If fans or family members have home
recordings of Mississippi fiddlers that they would like to share, I would be most honored to be
contacted via my website.I have made recordings containing my versions of some of the most
interesting tunes in this collection. That project is available from my website.A set of mp3s
created from the notation software playback of all of the 1936 tunes in this book are posted at
my website.I am working with Document Records on a project to issue all of the 1939 Halpert



fiddle recordings; check my website for more information.PREFACEMy interest in discovering
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original collecting and studied and preserved it. I am grateful to them all. The detective work has
been delightful, the search rewarding, and the music enlightening. My contribution with this book
essentially has been editorial in nature, pulling together the facts and the source material to
present to the reader.Many friends, colleagues, and family have encouraged and helped me in
bringing this book into being, and they deserve to be thanked here for sharing their patience,
expertise, collections, and skills: Greg Adams, Andy Kuntz, Kerry Blech, Elsie Berryhill, Lynda
Brister, Ken Bloom, Mary Connor, for her great detective work in locating descendants of the
1939 sources, Pat Conte, Joyce Cauthen, Celeste Frey, Ann Hoog of the American Folklife
Center at the Library of Congress, Jeff Place of the Smithsonian/Folkways Rinzler Archive, Tony
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at the Mississippi Department of Archives and History. I need to acknowledge Steve Austin’s
exacting, superlative work in bringing the transcriptions of Halpert’s 1939 fiddle tunes to life. I
asked him for help and he graciously took the lead for those tunes. A useful transcription is far
closer to reading the mind of the source than just documenting what was recorded. I join all
those interested in the musical heritage of Mississippi in gratefully acknowledging the work of
the many named and unnamed WPA workers who collected the music presented here. My
deepest thanks go to my wife, Patricia Schories, for understanding and encouraging me all



through this long process.This stage of my research into the fiddle music of Mississippi is now
complete; however, my interest continues. As more information comes to light, perhaps due to
the publication of this book, I will share it via my website: .If fans or family members have home
recordings of Mississippi fiddlers that they would like to share, I would be most honored to be
contacted via my website.I have made recordings containing my versions of some of the most
interesting tunes in this collection. That project is available from my website.A set of mp3s
created from the notation software playback of all of the 1936 tunes in this book are posted at
my website.I am working with Document Records on a project to issue all of the 1939 Halpert
fiddle recordings; check my website for more information.INTRODUCTIONOver a hundred fiddle
tunes, many of them unique, and thousands of songs were collected and notated in manuscript
form throughout a large part of the state of Mississippi in the summer of 1936. The roughly 130
field workers employed by the Works Progress Administration (WPA) were novices, the amount
of duplication considerable, and the quality and the notation of the music collected quite
variable. There are beautiful tunes, tantalizing fragments, and some frustratingly opaque
notation. But as a body of work, it is an unparalleled and fascinating snapshot of vernacular
music as heard in Mississippi in the early part of the recorded era. Until now, the music has been
unpublished and forgotten, available only by visiting the Mississippi Department of Archives and
History.In the summer of 1939, Herbert Halpert and Abbott Ferriss followed an itinerary based
on contacts made and previous collecting done by local WPA field workers. Carrying a state-of-
the-art disc recorder, they toured the state recording 144 fiddle tunes and a larger number of
songs. A map of their trip is in Appendix A. Their recordings and field notes were archived at the
Library of Congress, and for many decades only a handful were published. In 1987 forty-three of
the best of the fiddle tunes from that trip were published in an LP, Great Big Yam Potatoes.The
intent of this book is to revive this neglected music by bringing it to the attention of musicians
and scholars, putting it in an historical context, and making both the music and the collectors’
notes accessible.In the first part of this book, “Collecting Folk Music in 1936 and 1939,” I trace
the effect of a chance event and the power of definition. Early folklore scholars held to a romantic
vision of their work as saving the remnants of dying culture. By the time of the fieldwork in
Mississippi, the term folklore was beginning to be understood as a study of ongoing cultural
adaptation. Defining folklore seems to be a scholarly abstraction. But how can you find
something until you define what you wish to locate? For example, when African American
folklore was defined as spirituals or blues, many black fiddlers were passed over. The collecting
efforts of the 1930s were triggered by previous events. What if a student at the University of
Mississippi had not piqued Professor A. P. Hudson’s curiosity by reciting a local ballad? Without
Hudson’s pioneering work, who would have located the singers and musicians? What if there
had been no polio outbreak in Mississippi in 1936 and the music teachers employed by the
Federal Music Project (FMP) of the WPA were not set to collecting folk music? The politics of the
WPA, the personalities involved, the evolving ideas, and the accidents of history have combined
and conspired to allow this fascinating collection of fiddle tunes to survive.To make the collected



music accessible to musicians, the second part of this book contains transcriptions of all the
fiddle tunes that were collected in 1936 and new transcriptions of all of the 1939 Halpert fiddle
recordings. Steve Austin and I made the new transcriptions in the hope that they will help revive
otherwise unknown tunes and aid in deciphering the recordings where they are available.
Recordings generated from the 1936 manuscripts are posted at to provide access to the tunes
for those who prefer to learn by ear.While we are very fortunate to have the transcriptions of the
tunes collected in 1936, we know very little about the performers. In many cases all we have is
the source’s name and home county. Often it is unclear if it is the collector or the source to which
the tune is attributed. However, in 1939 we have a complete reversal. Abbott Ferriss of the
Federal Writers’ Project in Mississippi not only took extensive and literate notes but also
diagrams of home floor plans, drawings, and beautiful photographs. Some of his character
descriptions rival his photographs in revealing the subject. I could not resist including them in
this book adjacent to the source’s tunes.Of all the sources that contributed tunes to the WPA’s
collecting efforts in Mississippi, only one fiddler, John Alexander Brown, had his music collected
in both years. All of his collected tunes are included here.In addition to the fiddlers whose
repertoires were documented in the WPA projects, there is a fiddler who was not included but
whose music was an integral part of Mississippi fiddling in that era. Alvis Massengale was a
fiddler documented in several eras. In 1930 he recorded four tunes on two 78rpm records with
his band, the Newton County Hillbillies. He was interviewed in 1939 as part of the research
preceding Halpert’s trip and a list of his repertoire was collected. Researcher Gus Meade
rediscovered him in the 1970s and made tape recordings. In preparation to have him appear in
the 1974 Festival of American Folklife in Washington, D.C., Howard Marshall also made field
recordings. Lists of his repertoire, a photo, and four transcriptions of his tunes are in Appendix
B.As a group, African American fiddlers of the era unfortunately were underrepresented in the
1936 and 1939 projects. Instructions given to the field workers for collecting from African
American and Caucasian sources were quite different and are included as illustrations in the
essay. Most pertinently, there was no direction to collect fiddle tunes from African American
sources. And yet, there seem to have been eight 1936 African American sources for fiddle tunes:
Allen Alsop, Jim Gooch, E. Thomas, Annie Lee, Henry McClatching, Charlie Addison, Sam
Freeman, and Josephine Compton. Of these, the tunes from Allen Alsop are the most distinctive.
In 1939 Herbert Halpert did not record any fiddle music from African American sources,
although he did record many performances by African Americans of other styles of music. It is
particularly frustrating that he did not record Allen Alsop.Fiddle tunes are the focus of this book,
but in the Mississippi state archive there were more than three thousand songs collected in
notation in 1936, and Halpert recorded more songs than fiddle tunes in 1939. Songs from
minstrel shows and popular sheet music were numerous in the 1936 collection, as were ballads,
cowboy, gospel, and children’s play songs. Some songs seem to have been learned from radio
or 78rpm recordings, such as Gene Autry’s 1932 hit “That Silver Haired Daddy of Mine.” Many
were collected multiple times from multiple sources, such as the twenty-two versions of “Tell



Mother I’ll Be There” and the nine versions of the Georgian folk song “Dark Eyes,” recorded by
Django Reinhardt in 1940. I have included a small number of songs in this book to point the way
to the larger body of songs that remain unpublished. I have left the work of reintroducing the
remaining songs for some one else to pursue.One fascinating aspect of rediscovering the tunes
was finding that their melodies often are unrelated to what someone conversant with old-time
fiddle music would expect to hear associated with the tune’s title. Fiddle tunes are made from
common building blocks, a musical DNA consisting of a body of phrases, grammar, floating
verses, and titles. In this collection a contemporary fiddler will recognize parts of some of the
tunes. However, it is as though some mysterious force of geography had dissolved the structure
of the tunes that migrated to Mississippi, and reconstituted them from that primordial soup. The
names of the fiddle tunes in this book are familiar: “Billy in the Lowground,” “Sugar in the Gourd,”
“Forked Deer,” “Soldier’s Joy,” and others, but the melodies are often unexpected.In my mind,
this propensity for reshaping tunes is the defining trait of Mississippi old-time fiddling. For
example, compare three “Fisher’s Hornpipes” in this book. The first, from Mr. N. Odom, is fairly
true to the standard versions of the tune, two standard melodies of the eight measures and
repeat pattern. Second, examine the Alvis Massengale version for its more individual structure
of a seven-measure first phrase followed by a nine-measure second phrase. Finally, there is
Stephen B. Tucker’s rather radical and, I think, inspired reconstruction of the tune in eleven and
one-half measures with a succeeding part of almost six measures.The fiddler Charles Smith
perhaps best described one way this reshaping occurred in Norman Mellin’s interview with him
for Mississippi Folklife magazine in 1999: “We had an old record player, but I never did learn
much fiddle music from it. Most of what I picked up was by hearing someone else play. That’s
probably the reason that most of what I play I don’t play right. I’d hear it and have to wait until I
got home to play it. When I couldn’t remember it all, I’d have to fill in the gaps.”In other Southern
states, when tunes are “crooked”—that is, with parts not constructed in units of four or eight
measures—the bit that makes the tune “crooked” is usually a note held too long or not long
enough, or an extra repeated phrase. In Mississippi the “crooked” tunes tend to be complete
musical thoughts expressed in an unusual number of measures. They do not violate the rule so
much as ignore it.Considering the fieldwork done in 1936 and 1939, along with commercial
78rpm recordings of the 1920s and 1930s in Mississippi, a much fuller picture of fiddling in
Mississippi emerges. Traditional, certainly, but greatly reshaped to suit the very local individual
tastes and desires. A good friend has suggested in explanation that “There must be something
in the water.”—Harry Bolick, May 2014INTRODUCTIONOver a hundred fiddle tunes, many of
them unique, and thousands of songs were collected and notated in manuscript form throughout
a large part of the state of Mississippi in the summer of 1936. The roughly 130 field workers
employed by the Works Progress Administration (WPA) were novices, the amount of duplication
considerable, and the quality and the notation of the music collected quite variable. There are
beautiful tunes, tantalizing fragments, and some frustratingly opaque notation. But as a body of
work, it is an unparalleled and fascinating snapshot of vernacular music as heard in Mississippi



in the early part of the recorded era. Until now, the music has been unpublished and forgotten,
available only by visiting the Mississippi Department of Archives and History.In the summer of
1939, Herbert Halpert and Abbott Ferriss followed an itinerary based on contacts made and
previous collecting done by local WPA field workers. Carrying a state-of-the-art disc recorder,
they toured the state recording 144 fiddle tunes and a larger number of songs. A map of their trip
is in Appendix A. Their recordings and field notes were archived at the Library of Congress, and
for many decades only a handful were published. In 1987 forty-three of the best of the fiddle
tunes from that trip were published in an LP, Great Big Yam Potatoes.The intent of this book is to
revive this neglected music by bringing it to the attention of musicians and scholars, putting it in
an historical context, and making both the music and the collectors’ notes accessible.In the first
part of this book, “Collecting Folk Music in 1936 and 1939,” I trace the effect of a chance event
and the power of definition. Early folklore scholars held to a romantic vision of their work as
saving the remnants of dying culture. By the time of the fieldwork in Mississippi, the term folklore
was beginning to be understood as a study of ongoing cultural adaptation. Defining folklore
seems to be a scholarly abstraction. But how can you find something until you define what you
wish to locate? For example, when African American folklore was defined as spirituals or blues,
many black fiddlers were passed over. The collecting efforts of the 1930s were triggered by
previous events. What if a student at the University of Mississippi had not piqued Professor A. P.
Hudson’s curiosity by reciting a local ballad? Without Hudson’s pioneering work, who would
have located the singers and musicians? What if there had been no polio outbreak in Mississippi
in 1936 and the music teachers employed by the Federal Music Project (FMP) of the WPA were
not set to collecting folk music? The politics of the WPA, the personalities involved, the evolving
ideas, and the accidents of history have combined and conspired to allow this fascinating
collection of fiddle tunes to survive.To make the collected music accessible to musicians, the
second part of this book contains transcriptions of all the fiddle tunes that were collected in 1936
and new transcriptions of all of the 1939 Halpert fiddle recordings. Steve Austin and I made the
new transcriptions in the hope that they will help revive otherwise unknown tunes and aid in
deciphering the recordings where they are available. Recordings generated from the 1936
manuscripts are posted at to provide access to the tunes for those who prefer to learn by
ear.While we are very fortunate to have the transcriptions of the tunes collected in 1936, we
know very little about the performers. In many cases all we have is the source’s name and home
county. Often it is unclear if it is the collector or the source to which the tune is attributed.
However, in 1939 we have a complete reversal. Abbott Ferriss of the Federal Writers’ Project in
Mississippi not only took extensive and literate notes but also diagrams of home floor plans,
drawings, and beautiful photographs. Some of his character descriptions rival his photographs in
revealing the subject. I could not resist including them in this book adjacent to the source’s
tunes.Of all the sources that contributed tunes to the WPA’s collecting efforts in Mississippi, only
one fiddler, John Alexander Brown, had his music collected in both years. All of his collected
tunes are included here.In addition to the fiddlers whose repertoires were documented in the



WPA projects, there is a fiddler who was not included but whose music was an integral part of
Mississippi fiddling in that era. Alvis Massengale was a fiddler documented in several eras. In
1930 he recorded four tunes on two 78rpm records with his band, the Newton County Hillbillies.
He was interviewed in 1939 as part of the research preceding Halpert’s trip and a list of his
repertoire was collected. Researcher Gus Meade rediscovered him in the 1970s and made tape
recordings. In preparation to have him appear in the 1974 Festival of American Folklife in
Washington, D.C., Howard Marshall also made field recordings. Lists of his repertoire, a photo,
and four transcriptions of his tunes are in Appendix B.As a group, African American fiddlers of
the era unfortunately were underrepresented in the 1936 and 1939 projects. Instructions given to
the field workers for collecting from African American and Caucasian sources were quite
different and are included as illustrations in the essay. Most pertinently, there was no direction to
collect fiddle tunes from African American sources. And yet, there seem to have been eight 1936
African American sources for fiddle tunes: Allen Alsop, Jim Gooch, E. Thomas, Annie Lee,
Henry McClatching, Charlie Addison, Sam Freeman, and Josephine Compton. Of these, the
tunes from Allen Alsop are the most distinctive. In 1939 Herbert Halpert did not record any fiddle
music from African American sources, although he did record many performances by African
Americans of other styles of music. It is particularly frustrating that he did not record Allen
Alsop.Fiddle tunes are the focus of this book, but in the Mississippi state archive there were
more than three thousand songs collected in notation in 1936, and Halpert recorded more songs
than fiddle tunes in 1939. Songs from minstrel shows and popular sheet music were numerous
in the 1936 collection, as were ballads, cowboy, gospel, and children’s play songs. Some songs
seem to have been learned from radio or 78rpm recordings, such as Gene Autry’s 1932 hit “That
Silver Haired Daddy of Mine.” Many were collected multiple times from multiple sources, such as
the twenty-two versions of “Tell Mother I’ll Be There” and the nine versions of the Georgian folk
song “Dark Eyes,” recorded by Django Reinhardt in 1940. I have included a small number of
songs in this book to point the way to the larger body of songs that remain unpublished. I have
left the work of reintroducing the remaining songs for some one else to pursue.One fascinating
aspect of rediscovering the tunes was finding that their melodies often are unrelated to what
someone conversant with old-time fiddle music would expect to hear associated with the tune’s
title. Fiddle tunes are made from common building blocks, a musical DNA consisting of a body
of phrases, grammar, floating verses, and titles. In this collection a contemporary fiddler will
recognize parts of some of the tunes. However, it is as though some mysterious force of
geography had dissolved the structure of the tunes that migrated to Mississippi, and
reconstituted them from that primordial soup. The names of the fiddle tunes in this book are
familiar: “Billy in the Lowground,” “Sugar in the Gourd,” “Forked Deer,” “Soldier’s Joy,” and others,
but the melodies are often unexpected.In my mind, this propensity for reshaping tunes is the
defining trait of Mississippi old-time fiddling. For example, compare three “Fisher’s Hornpipes” in
this book. The first, from Mr. N. Odom, is fairly true to the standard versions of the tune, two
standard melodies of the eight measures and repeat pattern. Second, examine the Alvis



Massengale version for its more individual structure of a seven-measure first phrase followed by
a nine-measure second phrase. Finally, there is Stephen B. Tucker’s rather radical and, I think,
inspired reconstruction of the tune in eleven and one-half measures with a succeeding part of
almost six measures.The fiddler Charles Smith perhaps best described one way this reshaping
occurred in Norman Mellin’s interview with him for Mississippi Folklife magazine in 1999: “We
had an old record player, but I never did learn much fiddle music from it. Most of what I picked up
was by hearing someone else play. That’s probably the reason that most of what I play I don’t
play right. I’d hear it and have to wait until I got home to play it. When I couldn’t remember it all,
I’d have to fill in the gaps.”In other Southern states, when tunes are “crooked”—that is, with parts
not constructed in units of four or eight measures—the bit that makes the tune “crooked” is
usually a note held too long or not long enough, or an extra repeated phrase. In Mississippi the
“crooked” tunes tend to be complete musical thoughts expressed in an unusual number of
measures. They do not violate the rule so much as ignore it.Considering the fieldwork done in
1936 and 1939, along with commercial 78rpm recordings of the 1920s and 1930s in Mississippi,
a much fuller picture of fiddling in Mississippi emerges. Traditional, certainly, but greatly
reshaped to suit the very local individual tastes and desires. A good friend has suggested in
explanation that “There must be something in the water.”—Harry Bolick, May 2014HOW THE
BOOK IS ORGANIZEDThis book is in two main sections. The first section, “Collecting folk music
in 1936 and 1939,” puts these collecting projects into a historical context and explains how they
were conceived and carried out.The second section, “The Music,” opens with a short essay
explaining our approach with the transcriptions and contains 329 tunes. They are organized into
a group of 180 collected in 1936; a second group of 145 collected in 1939; and four tunes in
Appendix B. The 1939 section has a subsection at the end for banjo tunes, which is preceded by
a short essay explaining banjo tablature. I have listed all known repertoire of a source along with
photos and biographical information where available. Most of this information comes from the
1939 field notes. Tune-specific information follows the tune’s title above the music
notation.Appendix A contains two maps. The first shows the stops on Halpert’s 1939 recording
trip; the second shows the geographic distribution in Mississippi of field collecting in 1936, 1939,
1970s, and commercial recording from 78rpm era with a list showing the distribution of the
individual musicians.Appendix B contains four tunes, collected in the 1970s, and biographical
information of fiddler Alvis Massengale.Appendix C contains an account of a 1936 fiddle contest
in Hazlehurst.Appendix D contains a listing of tunes in alternate tunings.Roadside stop. Photo by
Abbott Ferriss, 1939, courtesy Mississippi Department of Archives and History.Roadside stop.
Photo by Abbott Ferriss, 1939, courtesy Mississippi Department of Archives and History.HOW
THE BOOK IS ORGANIZEDThis book is in two main sections. The first section, “Collecting folk
music in 1936 and 1939,” puts these collecting projects into a historical context and explains
how they were conceived and carried out.The second section, “The Music,” opens with a short
essay explaining our approach with the transcriptions and contains 329 tunes. They are
organized into a group of 180 collected in 1936; a second group of 145 collected in 1939; and



four tunes in Appendix B. The 1939 section has a subsection at the end for banjo tunes, which is
preceded by a short essay explaining banjo tablature. I have listed all known repertoire of a
source along with photos and biographical information where available. Most of this information
comes from the 1939 field notes. Tune-specific information follows the tune’s title above the
music notation.Appendix A contains two maps. The first shows the stops on Halpert’s 1939
recording trip; the second shows the geographic distribution in Mississippi of field collecting in
1936, 1939, 1970s, and commercial recording from 78rpm era with a list showing the distribution
of the individual musicians.Appendix B contains four tunes, collected in the 1970s, and
biographical information of fiddler Alvis Massengale.Appendix C contains an account of a 1936
fiddle contest in Hazlehurst.Appendix D contains a listing of tunes in alternate tunings.Roadside
stop. Photo by Abbott Ferriss, 1939, courtesy Mississippi Department of Archives and
History.Roadside stop. Photo by Abbott Ferriss, 1939, courtesy Mississippi Department of
Archives and History.MISSISSIPPIFIDDLE TUNESAND SONGS FROM THE
1930sMISSISSIPPIMISSISSIPPIFIDDLE TUNESAND SONGS FROM THE 1930sAND SONGS
FROM THE 1930sRecording session at the Walker house; note the cable on the floor. Photo by
Abbott Ferriss, 1939, courtesy Mississippi Department of Archives and History.Recording
session at the Walker house; note the cable on the floor. Photo by Abbott Ferriss, 1939, courtesy
Mississippi Department of Archives and History.PART 1Collecting Folk Music in 1936 and
1939Folksongs of Mississippi and Their BackgroundA. P. Hudson’s book Folksongs of
Mississippi and Their Background, published in 1936, remains the major collection of folk songs
from the state to this day. It also served as a catalyst to the events that added to the
documentation of fiddling in Mississippi. The late 1920s and early 1930s had seen the
commercial record industry’s efforts in Mississippi accumulate about 185 fiddle recordings from
the state. Field collecting in the summers of 1936 and 1939, building on Hudson’s efforts and
contacts, documented another 331 fiddle tunes.Arnold Palmer Hudson (1892–1978) was a
Mississippi native, born in Palmer’s Hall in Attala County, Mississippi. As a freshman at the
University of Mississippi in 1908, Hudson was inspired by his English teacher Ebner C. Perrow’s
interest in collecting folk songs. Perrow at that time was preparing a number of songs for
publication in the Journal of American Folklore. However, moving from inspiration to action took
fifteen years. Hudson began teaching in the English department of the University of Mississippi
in 1920. Three years later, during his English class teaching English and Scottish ballads, one of
his students, Wessen M. Crocker, recited several songs. Crocker stated that his cousin, Mrs. G.
V. Easley, knew many more. In 1925 Hudson and Crocker visited Mrs. Easley at her farm and
collected twenty-five ballad texts. Shortly thereafter two of his students, T. A. Bickerstaff and Lois
Womble, collected more texts.His interest in folk song growing, Hudson gave a lecture, “A Patch
of Mississippi Balladry,” during the 1926 summer session at the University of Mississippi, which
generated interest and donations of ballads collected by students. Newspaper coverage of the
lecture generated “a number of communications from widely scattered sections of the state,”1
including ballad texts.In the fall, Hudson taught a seminar course in the folklore of Mississippi



where his eight students collected several hundred ballads. The following year nine students
added about 500 more songs. In the spring of 1927, Hudson founded the Mississippi Folk-Lore
Society, which never grew beyond twenty-five members and published only one collection,
Specimens of Mississippi Folklore, later largely absorbed into Mississippi Folk Songs and Their
Background.Ballad singers: Mrs. Bickerstaff, Mrs. Lillian Bickerstaff Pennington, Miss Hellums,
Mrs. Audrey Hellums, and Miss Eri Douglas, state director, FWP. Tishomingo, May 11, 1939.
Photo by Abbott Ferriss, courtesy Mississippi Department of Archives and History.Hudson’s
approach to documenting folk song was editorial. Instead of working from primary written
sources, as had many previous scholars, he utilized his students to do the bulk of the actual
collecting. The focus was primarily on survivals of English balladry among white people in
Mississippi.In his book, Hudson utilizes early census reports to describe the settlers and
therefore their music’s cultural origins. He points to patterns of migration to suggest that the bulk
of settlers in early Mississippi were of English cultural background, with a small percentage of
Scots and even fewer Irish. He traces them as part of the ongoing westward migration starting
with the offspring of residents of the well-settled states of Virginia, North and South Carolina,
Georgia, and Alabama. He notes the large numbers of slaves but does not factor them into his
calculations. He ignores their music as well.Publishing was certainly on Hudson’s mind in 1927.
One hundred pages of “Ballads and Songs from Mississippi” appeared in the Journal of
American Folk-Lore (Vol. XXXIX, no. 152, 1927), which also allocated thirteen pages to
Harvard’s preeminent folklore scholar, Professor George Lyman Kittredge, discussing two of the
songs. The idea of a larger work was forming in Hudson’s mind, and he approached Professor
Kittredge about it, writing him: “If Harvard University Press brings out the volume, I am afraid you
will have to take my judgment about some little matters of inclusion and exclusion, for in these
ballad books (of which Harvard University Press makes something of a specialty) the Syndics
rather lean on me.”2Hudson’s collecting work in Mississippi folklore ended in 1930 when he
received his PhD from the University of North Carolina and moved there to teach as associate
professor of English.Ballad singers: Mrs. Mae Wesson, Ila Long, Theodosia Bonnet Long,
Birmah Hill Grissom. May 8 or 9, 1939. Photo by Abbott Ferriss, 1939, courtesy Mississippi
Department of Archives and History.Due to the financial constraints of the Depression,
publication of Folk Songs of Mississippi and Their Background was delayed until 1936, when the
University of North Carolina Press published it. The book in its published form contains 157
songs and ballads, many with multiple versions listed, but in text only, without musical notation.
Its 321 pages also contain chapters on Mississippi history, ballad communities, and singers.
Much attention is paid to aligning the ballads with versions from Francis Child’s epic work of
scholarship, The English and Scottish Ballads.Hudson was well aware of the limitations in
publishing a book of folk song without musical notation. In a 1937 letter of advice to a Florida
English teacher on how to go about collecting folk song, he said: “If it is at all possible, musical
notation of the song or ballad should be secured. Interest in the musical side of folk song is
decidedly on the increase.”3 His 1937 publication (with George Herzog, “one of the first scholars



to be called an ethnomusicologist”4), Folk Tunes from Mississippi, rather modestly attempted to
diminish that failing with its publication of forty-five melodies:The following folk song tunes were
collected from white people in Mississippi between the years of 1923 and 1930. . . . The
notations were made by sundry obliging friends and acquaintances, some of whom were trained
musicians but most of whom knew only the elements of musical notation. For the merits or
shortcomings of the notations I am not qualified to offer either praise or apology. I am uncritically
grateful to each and every one of my helpers.5A young Alan Lomax, then twenty-three years old,
wrote a very critical review of Hudson’s Folksongs of Mississippi and Their Backgrounds at the
end of 1938, attacking Hudson for his defense of southern class structure where the “privileges
of a superior order were more or less conceded.” He further argued that the songs were
presented out of social context with no mention of the informant’s poverty or that folk songs were
still being made up. Lomax saw folk music is a living tradition, whereas Hudson’s framing of folk
as static and ancient reeked of Francis Child’s outdated idealization of the “folk.” A few months
after that review, in the summer of 1939, Alan and John Lomax stopped in North Carolina to see
A. P. Hudson. They were conducting a courtesy call to inform him that they would be collecting in
his “turf” and to ask for his advice and support as they were planning some recording in his
area.That same year, Charles Seeger of the FMP in Washington reviewed the Mississippi music
manuscripts collected in 1936, work that was based on songs and contacts from Hudson’s
Folksongs of Mississippi and Their Backgrounds. Excited by the richness of that collection,
Seeger proposed the summer expedition that recorded Mississippi fiddlers.Hudson continued to
teach folklore and English romantic literature at the University of North Carolina until his
retirement. In 1952 he edited (with H. M. Belden) two volumes of the Frank C. Brown Collection
of North Carolina Folklore. He edited North Carolina Folklore, the journal of the North Carolina
Folklore Society, from 1954 to 1963.Hudson had the only folk recordings available on campus
on a small shelf in his office, which he used to illustrate his course. Admittedly there were few
recordings available in the early fifties, but in his class Hudson made no distinction between the
recordings of the Kingston Trio, John Jacob Niles, and opera singers performing “folk” as art
song or Lomax field recordings of actual ballad singers. A University of North Carolina graduate
student in 1953 described attending A. P. Hudson’s course “The English Ballad”: “When he
played these pieces in class, Hudson listened as raptly to the over-artful renditions of Dyer-
Bennet as to the classic traditional performances of Horton Barker.”6 That grad student, Daniel
W. Patterson, took over the ballad course on Hudson’s retirement in 1968 and began building on
Hudson’s small shelf of records. Eventually the library at the University of North Carolina
became the home of the John Edwards Memorial Collection, one of the premier sources of
documentation and recordings for early country music in America. Hudson’s papers and
recordings were one of the first folk collection donations to the university.Roosevelt and the
DepressionEverybody in Washington from the Roosevelts on down was interested in folk
music . . . They were the first prominent Americans to ever spend any money on it.—Alan
Lomax7These were tumultuous times. The stock market finally bottomed out on July 8, 1932,



after the 1929 crash. Bank closings started in February 1933 in Louisiana and spread to other
states. There was increasing panic heading toward the inauguration. Farmers were rioting. All
twelve Federal Reserve banks closed. Banks in forty-three states had closed; there was only
limited business or restricted banking. President Herbert Hoover did nothing. Eight days after his
inauguration, Franklin Delano Roosevelt gave the first of his “fireside” speeches, claiming that
there is “Nothing to fear but fear itself” and promising action. The next day, Monday, the banks
reopened. America was ready for dramatic changes.Roosevelt turned to Harry Hopkins, with
whom he had worked when governor of New York, for ideas and action to put people back to
work. Together they put into place a series of short-term programs to create work, with an
alphabet soup of acronyms: NRA, FERA, RS, and CWA. Funding varied wildly from year to year
as the administration shifted programs and priorities to navigate the economy and the anti–New
Deal opposition.The Federal Emergency Relief Administration (FERA) was a temporary first
attempt to relive the crisis by administering direct relief. But, as Harry Hopkins saw it, there were
two major flaws. First, $6.50 per week was not enough money to live on. Second, applying for
relief required a humiliating “means test” of providing proof that one was indeed destitute.
Hopkins firmly believed, based on his previous relief administration experiences in New York,
that most people would rather work than take handouts. Charity abused their dignity, but there is
no shame in work. Moreover, workers could retain or develop new skills and the nation could
benefit from the results of the work.Afro-American church gathering. Photo by Abbott Ferriss,
1939, courtesy Mississippi Department of Archives and History.When the FERA expired
unemployment remained high, and along with it the need for government assistance. By
executive order Roosevelt then created Works Progress Administration, again headed by Harry
Hopkins, who directed that it “shall be responsible to the president for the honest, efficient,
speedy and coordinated execution of the work relief program as a whole, and for the execution
of that program in such manner as to move from the relief rolls to work on such projects or in
private employment the maximum number of persons in the shortest time possible.”8In the midst
of a mighty effort to get America back to work, Roosevelt, in stark contrast with Hoover, found it
useful to focus attention on poor whites and minorities that were suffering the most from the
Depression. Folk music became one more tool, celebrating the strength and resiliency of the
“Forgotten Man” and emphasizing cultural unity and collective action.Folk music was
encouraged in programs throughout the New Deal, but also invited directly into the White House
for concerts nine times during the Roosevelts’ time in residence. Alan Lomax was invited by
Eleanor to sing privately for Franklin Roosevelt in their home. The high point for New Deal
folklorists was the state visit in May 1939 by the King and Queen of England. Charles Seeger
was involved in programming of a performance arranged by Eleanor Roosevelt. Marion
Anderson, Kate Smith, and Lawrence Tibbett performed classical and light pop. Alan Lomax
sang cowboy songs and the Coon Creek Girls string band from Kentucky performed with the
Soco Gap Square Dance Team.Dinner on the ground, New Hope Baptist Church, May 21, 1939.
Photo by Abbott Ferriss, 1939, courtesy Mississippi Department of Archives and History.The



WPA Federal Arts ProjectsHell, they’ve got to eat, just like other people.—Harry Hopkins,
19349Early in 1935, the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act passed with $4.8 billion in funding.
From this, the WPA was created in May 1936, with Harry Hopkins as its head. In August the
Federal Number One project was created as the umbrella organization for the four federal arts
programs: the Federal Music Project (FMP), the Federal Arts Project (FAP), the Federal Theater
Project (FTP), and the Federal Writers Project (FWP). Hopkins had deep experience in “relief”
organizations and had seen firsthand the damage to the human spirit and dignity caused by
charity. He saw to it that the overriding imperative of the WPA was to put people to work; work to
resuscitate, to rebuild the human capital of Depression-era America. People need to work, even
artists.A tiny part of the total WPA efforts, in 1936 the arts programs of Federal One spent about
$40 million and employed 40,000 (vs. over three million in WPA overall) but generated most of
the bad press. They were easy targets for the anti–New Dealers. People were literally starving;
who needed art or theater, music or writing?Of the four federal arts projects, the writers and
music projects were the most involved with folk music, particularly in Mississippi.Each of the arts
projects was shaped by the personalities of the directors. Before coming to head the Federal
Writers Project, Henry Alsberg had a wide variety of experience to draw from; lawyer, foreign
correspondent, assistant to the ambassador to Turkey, editor, playwright, Jewish relief worker in
Russia. Lacking in administrative skills, he somehow managed to exude authority.One of his first
problems was finding directors for the state projects in all fifty states. Some states just did not
have writers, much less writers he could work with. Worse yet, in the beginning there was no
idea of what they should be writing. In larger cities where there were numbers of writers, many
had leftist or communist leanings. The inter-office political arguments were ferocious. Many had
drinking problems. People were on the payroll, but what were they supposed to be writing?
Alsberg was politically savvy enough to realize that he needed to have results to show for the
expenditures, and it needed to be for the “public good.” Simply funding creative writing would
invite attack. The answer came in the form of travel guides for each state. Other kinds of projects
also were carried out, such as local histories, ex-slave interviews, and folktale compilations.
Hundreds of books and pamphlets were eventually produced. But many months went by before
the Music Project had anything to show for it efforts, thus giving its critics ammunition.From the
very start of the FWP, in response to the Alsberg-distributed manual of instructions, folklore was
being collected. As it began to pile up in Washington, Alsberg realized he needed someone
knowledgeable to sort it out, and in 1936 he turned to John Lomax as the National Advisor of
Folklore and Folkways. For a year Lomax gathered Negro lore, recorded a large number of folk
songs, and wrote instructions for the interviewers of ex-slaves. The interviews were later
compiled and edited by B. A. Botkin into Lay My Burden Down: A Folk History of Slavery
(1945).The 1930s were particularly grim for professional musicians. Preceding the Depression,
the new technologies of movie soundtracks, radio, and records conspired to eliminate most of
the jobs that had been filled by classically trained musicians. Theatres, restaurants, hotels, pubs,
and funerals all quickly embraced inexpensive canned music. Worse yet, popular tastes were



changing quickly. Interest in and opportunities for classical music were declining. The spotlight
was moving to jazz and swing. The American Federation of Musicians estimated that in 1933,
12,000 out of 15,000 union members in New York and two-thirds of the musicians in the country
were out of work. Due to the dire need, the FMP was the first of the arts projects begun.The FMP
started slowly, with employment in November 1935 of less than a thousand. But at its peak in
1936 there were 15,842 workers, musicians, educators, and score copyists on the payroll. This
made the FMP the largest of the arts programs, and by that standard the most successful. As
with the entire WPA, putting the unemployed back to work was complicated by the need to not
compete with those who still had jobs. To avoid competing with private teachers, the 6,000 FMP
music teachers could only teach those who could not pay. There was no shortage of pupils:
fourteen million were taught composition, theory, history, appreciation, and conducting for choral
or instrumental groups. There was also group instruction in folk dancing and folk music for adults
and children.Nikolai Sokoloff, the national director of the FMP, had been a child prodigy, a
conductor of San Francisco Philharmonic, and the director of the Cleveland Orchestra. Schooled
in European traditions and composers, Sokoloff was unwavering in his belief that spreading
“good music” would “elevate” American culture. Music that did not measure up to his exacting
standards was not worthy of his support. He stated: “We know that we could not suddenly take
away the accustomed music diet of a community so we studied and shared with our groups the
least obnoxious of their favorites. We sang their songs and listened to their prodigies. But all the
time we were working up to a different type of song to supplant the spurious ‘popular’ music.”10
Sokoloff’s stated goals for the FMP were to provide employment for musicians on relief, to
establish high standards, to classify musicians, to stimulate community interest, to educate the
public, and (most importantly in terms of the programs’ survival) to show government fighting the
Depression.In accepting the job, Sokoloff knew that he and the project would be fighting to
survive and would be attentively monitored by WPA critics for any misstep, radicalism, or anti-
American influence. He needed allies. He created advisory councils enlisting support from some
of the country’s most prestigious musicians of the time, the American Federation of Musicians
Union (AFM) and even the president of the four-thousand-member National Federation of Music
Clubs. The AFM was not an easy association to make as the bulk of its membership performed
popular and dance music. Few of its 105,000 members in 1936 were classical musicians. The
FMP compromised with the AFM on hiring practices and pay, and the AFM provided political
cover for the FMP. The AFM had and enforced a policy against political radicalism by members.
Of all of the federal arts projects, the FMP had the least amount of controversy.Sokoloff’s bias for
classical music over all other forms had a practical disadvantage. As Joseph Webber, president
of the AFM, argued, previous to the Depression orchestras and classical performances only
sustained about a thousand professional musicians in the whole country, and the need for
employment and the WPA’s goals for assistance far exceeded that minority. He could see no
reason that Sokoloff’s hopes for a renaissance of classical music was likely or would be of use in
solving the unemployment problem. But in the face of resistance and opposition, Sokoloff



persisted in his pursuit of (in the words of New York City FMP director Lee Pattison) “a
permanent audience for the support of really good music in this country.”11 Initially the FMP was
well regarded, as it provided employment and quality low-cost music to local communities. But
the near-exclusion of vernacular music from the FMP had its critics. When the New Deal political
coalition began to weaken in 1936, conservative rural and anti–New Deal legislators forced
cutbacks and investigations. There were charges of communist supervision.Under Sokoloff,
FMP was able to do little with folk music collecting or performance. The Federal Writers Project
was more open to collecting folklore. However, under pressure, the FMP did support some folk
festivals. Harry Hopkins requested that the FMP promote a national folk festival; though the FMP
did not follow through on his directive, a few local festivals such as the American Folk Song
Festival near Ashland, Kentucky, received some assistance from FMP. In early 1936 Jean
Thomas in the Kentucky unit organized a folk performing unit, the Kentucky Mountain Minstrels,
and collected “some two hundred folk songs and fiddle tunes.”12 Sokoloff would not let the
performing group be promoted, and it was disbanded in July. Folk projects under the FMP
tended to be of short duration and limited in resources. The exception was in New Mexico.
Operating from 1936–41, it collected, transcribed, and disseminated folk music, songs, and
dances of the old Spanish West to teachers throughout the state and printed five
publications.And then there was the summer of 1936 in Mississippi.The 1936 Federal Music
Project in MississippiFor a few months in the summer of 1936, over one hundred music teachers
became folk music collectors, amassing well over 3,500 versions of songs and fiddle tunes.
Unlike other collections made by trained folklorists working alone, the collection they brought
back would contain a bit of everything: parlor music from the 1890s, songs from then-recent
78rpm records, gospel songs, a Russian folk song, fiddle tunes, minstrel-show songs, cowboy
songs, and children’s songs. Their instructions were to collect songs of certain types, although
no mention was made of documenting anything about the informant and his thoughts about the
music. This was progress away from Kittredge’s vision of “The text is the thing.” In 1936 we have
interviewers in the field gathering both text and music—and yet, for some of that music we do
not even know the source’s name. The work of these interviewers now resides in the Mississippi
Department of Archives and History. Maps showing the geographic distribution of their work
appear in Appendix A.When the FMP project in Mississippi first got under way in early 1936,
however, its primary mission was to employ musicians in teaching and performing, not in
collecting songs and tunes. Jerome Sage, the Mississippi state director for the Federal Music
Project, had her hands full. She was new to the job, and in fact the whole organization was new
and the rules were changing rapidly, as funding and direction were modified by national and
state politics. It was a large undertaking, consisting of about 130 music teachers, a ten-person
orchestra in Jackson, a five-person entertaining unit in Meridian, a four-person Negro mixed
quartet in Jackson, and six administrative positions. To help her manage the enterprise spread
out over forty counties with poor transportation and communications, she had two district
directors and three secretaries. Many letters were handwritten. Bulletins and a few important



letters were typed. What should have been the small effort of getting blank music books was
difficult and snared in bureaucracy. Simple communications failures could be very time
consuming, as noted by Miss Jerome Sage in her directive to state workers in her April 23, 1936
bulletin:It has come to my attention that workers on the Federal Music Project are not adhering
to systematic schedules. . . . In visiting some of the projects in the state it has happened in
several instances that I would find no one on the project at the time it was scheduled in the
district office to be in progress. You can readily see that if the State or the District Supervisor
drives from twenty-five to fifty miles to observe classes in instruction, it is rather disconcerting to
find that these classes meet the next day instead of the day scheduled.13With only nineteen
performers on the payroll in Mississippi, the main employment opportunity became teaching
music classes. Author Milton Meltzer elaborates: “In Mississippi alone, the project reached
70,000 people across 40 counties, evoking such an intense response to music that the sale of
secondhand pianos shot up.”14 Federal instructions on teaching mandated that the FMP not
compete with private music instructors; thus the FMP could only offer lessons to those unable to
pay for lessons. All music programs were required to have local sponsors, such as the American
Legion, YMCA, YWCA, etc. The local sponsors would often provide space and political cover as
proof of community support.From the very beginning of the FMP in Mississippi in early 1936,
there was some small thought given to collect folk music. Jerome Sage wrote in her report:Many
of the “River” songs that are peculiar to the state are being written down for the first time and we
plan to have a booklet of these tunes which will be placed in the Department of Archives and
History. The custom prevails among the Negroes in the Delta section of the state of assembling
on the levee of the Mississippi River to sing to “Ole Man River” when he threatens to go on a
rampage in the spring of the year. These songs have a peculiar plaintiveness and spring partly
from superstition and partly from the Negro’s implicit faith that “God will roll all of the troubles
away”. So far as is known these songs have never been written down.15However, little was done
to collect folk music until, unexpectedly, the Mississippi FMP dramatically changed course. In
the summer of 1936 the State Board of Health ordered suspension of all classes with children
under sixteen due to a few cases of poliomyelitis. Suddenly, teachers on the FMP payroll had no
one to teach. By necessity the music project adapted, turning its idle hands to folk music
collecting. Their first step was to inventory previous work done such as that available at the
University of Mississippi Library. There they found Hudson’s manuscripts and several theses by
his graduate students, almost entirely consisting of song texts without music notation. An early
but undated and unsigned report, “Research Work of the Federal Music Project,” begins:Federal
Music Project documents. Courtesy Mississippi Department of Archives and History.Federal
Music Project documents. Courtesy Mississippi Department of Archives and History.Judging by
the rudimentary quality of her notation, it would seem that, for this transcriber, all fiddle tunes
really are the same. Collected summer of 1936. Courtesy Mississippi Department of Archives
and History.Some months ago it became increasingly apparent that although extensive work
had been done in collecting the texts of folk-songs and ballads, very little, comparatively, had



been accomplished in recording the tunes and melodies. This is true, not only of Mississippi, but
of other sections where any effort has been made to preserve the folk-music; the idea that “the
text is the thing” had perhaps made collectors overlook the importance of saving the melody at
the same time.16Lists of folk songs previously found in Mississippi were created based on these
books and theses. The lists were used by the field workers to prompt the interviewee and as a
checklist of song melodies to be located.In addition to the continuing search for ballads, there
was an interest and directives to look for other kinds of folk music. There were two lists, one for
white music to be collected and another for Negro music. In the white list were local event songs,
play party songs, children’s singing games, banjo tunes, square dance calls, and vendors’ calls.
And fiddle tunes, as specified in a FMP instructional handout sheet: “especially from players
who tune the fiddle in different ways for different songs; also any of the ‘little old foolish songs’
that are sometimes sung to, or with fiddle tunes. We are not much interested in string bands.”17
The Negro list directed the search for “ring plays,” work songs, “bad men” ballads, field hollers,
“jumped-up” songs, lullabies, chants such as levee wake-up calls, and vendors’ calls. The
directive sheet begins, “we do not need spirituals, or any religious songs sung by quartets or
trained groups.” A later letter elucidates: “Our greatest concentration, however, will be on Negro
music, and on saving all we can of the priceless form of folk-music. The attention of every worker
has been called to the value of the Negro spiritual as distinguished from Negro religious songs
which have been learned for the white man, and to the importance of retaining as far as possible
the dialect and the notation.”18 There are a curious number of pop songs about Indians in the
collection such as “Little Mohea,” “Red Wing,” and “Indian Naponee.” There was a directive that it
was of great interest to the project to document songs from the Indians of the state. However, no
actual Indian songs were collected.These music teachers turned field workers were novices and
had not previously collected folk music, taken dictation of folk melodies, or studied folk music.
Jerome Sage’s letters and bulletins to them that summer encourage and prod the field workers
to refer to the constantly updated lists of songs collected to avoid duplication and to search for
music of real interest. Jerome Sage commented on the collecting process in early 1936:
“Though not very many Old Fiddler’s tunes have been submitted as yet, a few more are
beginning to come in; with various Old Fiddler’s contests to be held during this month, it is hoped
that some generally, hitherto unpublished old tunes will be secured.”19 Appendix C contains a
field worker’s account of the Hazlehurst fiddle contest.A. P. Hudson became aware of the
fieldwork and approached the Mississippi office of the Federal Music Project in an attempt to
improve his book by joining forces. In a letter to Nikolai Sokoloff, Jerome Sage wrote:Dr. Palmer
Hudson of the University of North Carolina, on learning that we had such a project in Mississippi,
wrote urging that we collaborate with him in his new book which was at that time on the press,
and the publication of which he was willing to hold up for our answer. I wrote him that all the
material which we had collected had been collected on Federal funds and for that reason it
would not be possible for us to have any part in his book.20By December 1936 the polio crisis
had subsided, teaching was resumed, and the folk song collecting project was halted. Without



Nikolai Sokoloff’s support and funding it could not continue. Jerome Sage conveyed the news in
a letter to a subordinate:The research project is definitely canceled but I shall carry you as a
supervisor on the teaching project as long as that project is in operation. Please do not feel that
you have to hurry or that it is necessary to have anything ready to submit to Washington by
January 1st. You are to work as leisurely as you care to work in order that you may do the job
satisfactorily to yourself. Miss MacDonald is to come back to Oxford. I am also leaving Miss
Wallace on the project and she is to continue her work of revising and editing under your
directions.21With the collecting over, and no publication in the works, the actual documents
remained. But what to do with them? Jerome Sage wrote:I have realized all along that the
manuscripts were the possession of the Federal Government and we were in the process of
indexing and filing them very carefully when your letter canceling the project was received. While
the material is not in as good condition as I should like to have it, it is all carefully filed and is
available at any time. . . . It is my opinion that we have some very valuable material and I hope
that at some time we may be allowed to complete the monograph, which we had planned. My
interest in the matter has really grown greatly since attending the meetings in Chicago,
particularly the section on musicology.22Sage and Eri Douglas, state director of the FWP, were
reluctant to give up on the project, but there was little they could do to move it to publication.
However, in 1939 a new field-recording project conceived in Washington raised their hopes of
moving to publication with an even larger, more complete book on Mississippi folk song.A New
Deal for Folk MusicRecord EVERYthing, Don’t omit, don’t concentrate on any single style. We
know so little! Record everything!—Charles Seeger23Folklore efforts took a new direction during
Roosevelt’s administration. Working within government instead of universities, a new set of
folklorists and administrators took an interest in collecting. Moreover, thoughts about what
should be collected were changing, as author Bill Malone put it: “Significantly, they were no
longer preserving the remnants of a dying or primitive culture, they were instead documenting
cultures in transition.”24 Change was in the air. Capitalism had dramatically failed. Socialist and
Communist political parties were attracting sizable followings. Workers were banding together in
unions. Collective action was on the rise.What had begun with individuals, starting with Francis
Child and his groundbreaking ten-volume The English and Scottish Ballads, down through A. P.
Hudson, continued within the New Deal through the efforts of a group of dedicated individuals
working in concert, primarily John and Alan Lomax, Charles and Ruth Crawford Seeger, and B.
A. Botkin. In a speech remembering Botkin, Alan Jabbour, a past head of the Archive of
American Folk Song at the Library of Congress, describes this group as a folk music
“directorate” that was able to utilize the WPA to further folk music collection, publication, and
preservation. Their interests insured that their paths continually crossed in the 1930s.Collecting
and analyzing ballad texts was beginning to give way to scientific methods of survey and
sampling. In the Mississippi Delta from 1941 through 1942, Fisk University and Alan Lomax
conducted a comparative ethnological survey that set out to document adaptation and evolution
within multiple forms of folk music in a single region, the Mississippi Delta. At the time, it was a



new idea to look for folk song in the Delta. Jerome Sage, the head of the state’s music project,
cautioned Alan Lomax, “there are no folk songs and folklore typical of the Miss. Delta, since the
region has been opened up and settled comparatively recently.”25 Lomax responded in
disagreement: “It is a folklorists’ illusion that folklore communities are pure, that the pure old
tradition is the one most worth studying.”26In 1921 Ruth Crawford made her way to the
American Conservatory of Music in Chicago to attain a music-teaching certificate. Teaching
music was one of the few ways a female musician in the 1920s could respectably earn a living.
Once at the conservatory, her one-year course of study expanded along with her interest in
composing. It was here that Ruth Crawford was introduced to Carl Sandburg and for a short
while was the piano teacher for his daughters. She grew close to the family, as a “sort of added
informal unadopted daughter.”27 Sandburg turned to Crawford to create piano settings for four
of the songs for the most successful folk music anthology of the 1920s, his American Songbag
(1927). She continued to study in Chicago until 1929 when, at the urging of her friend and
composer Henry Cowell, she began her study of advanced composition and dissonant harmony
in New York with Charles Seeger. Her early Chicago compositions received critical acclaim,
comparing her music most favorably to contemporary male composers. Her later work, from the
early 1930s, established her reputation as a major American modern dissonant composer and
the first major female one.Charles Seeger studied music composition at Harvard in 1904 and
read Chaucer under Professor Kittredge, who had assisted and succeeded Professor Francis
Child. From 1921–33 Seeger taught at what later became the Julliard School of Music in New
York, and lectured from 1933–35 at the New School of Social Research. There, as author Nolan
Porterfield described, “he introduced the first courses of ethnomusicology, the study of music
within its social and historical context.”28 Far more than composing, his main interests ran to
advanced modern music theories, teaching, and politics. His relationship with Ruth Crawford
began as her teacher in 1929, but by 1932 they had joined their considerable talents in
marriage.As American composers interested in developing a distinctive national style of music,
the Seegers were drawn to the Composers Collective. Originally named the Pierre DeGeyter
Club after the composer of the “Internationale,” the Composers Collective was founded in 1931
in New York as a political organization under the direction of the Workers Music League of the
American Communist Party. Seeger, along with other members Marc Blitzstein, Elie
Siegmeister, and Henry Cowell, struggled to create a new music for the masses with the goal
that, in the words of author Kenneth J. Bindas, “Proletarian” music had to be “politically correct,
musically progressive, and provide a marching anthem for the people.”29However, the masses
were not much interested in singing difficult, dissonant music. In 1935 the group began to accept
vernacular music as valid, socially and politically. Alan Lomax brought Aunt Molly Jackson, an
Appalachian protest folk singer, to a meeting. She and the composers found each other mutually
incomprehensible. But as Jackson was leaving, Seeger told her, “You’re on the right track and
we’re on the wrong track” in finding “the people’s idiom.”30In New York, Charles and Ruth
discovered George Pullen Jackson’s book White Spirituals in the Southern Uplands, and



particularly responded to the beauty of “Wondrous Love” and “Wayfaring Stranger.” They met
and became friendly with the painter Thomas Hart Benton and his wife, Rita. With the Bentons in
their loft on 8th Street, the Seegers first played and sang folk songs. Charles’s son from his first
marriage, Pete Seeger, first heard “John Henry” played in the Bentons’ loft. At the dedication of
Benton’s “America Today” murals at the New School in January 1931, Charles Seeger played
“folk” guitar with Benton’s “hillbilly” band. The program included many of the artist’s favorites
such as “Cindy,” “Ida Red,” and “My Horses Ain’t Hungry,” which were all new to Seeger.After
studying at Harvard and publishing Cowboy Songs in 1910, John Lomax had returned to Texas,
where he taught, started the Texas Folklore Society, and raised a family. But in 1932, at sixty-four
years of age, he was at a low point in his life. His beloved wife Bess had died. He found himself
depressed, ill, unemployed, with two children Alan and Bess still in school. Urged by his oldest
son John Jr. to revisit his early passion for folk song collecting and speaking, he rallied. On the
strength of his previous book and his force of personality, he convinced Macmillan to agree to
publish his proposed new book, American Ballads and Folk Songs, and to give him an advance
on royalties. He proposed that it would be a collection of songs gathered from existing sources,
buttressed by new Negro folksongs that he soon would collect. Next, he approached Herbert
Putnam, the Librarian of Congress, and Carl Engel, the chief of the music division. He proposed
a relationship to them in which he would collect field recordings for deposit in the Library of
Congress. A few months later this matured into a small grant from the Library of Congress to
fund travel expenses and use of recording equipment.That summer, John Lomax with his son,
Alan, who was on college break, toured Southern prisons recording blues, gospel, hollers, and
worksongs under extraordinarily difficult circumstances. The radicalized younger Lomax drove
and argued race, politics, and folk music with his conservative father throughout the trip. At the
end of the summer, Herbert Putnam formalized and described John Lomax’s relationship with
the Library of Congress as “Honorary Conservator of our Archive of American Folksong,
incidentally continuing, with our machine, at your own expense, to record and collect material in
the field, and while in Washington, assisting in the response to inquiries involving the Archive
itself.”31 Lomax received the title and status of working for the Library of Congress, $1 a month,
and use of the Library of Congress’s portable disc recorder, though he had to pay for his own
blank discs. He was required to give the Library of Congress copies of his recordings but was
able to retain ownership and use of the material. Though basically unpaid, his position with the
Library of Congress burnished his reputation and enabled access to grants that funded his
work.During the 1930s, John and Alan Lomax deposited with the Archive of American Folk Song
about ten thousand field recordings from their many expeditions. From those recordings and
previously published songs, John and Alan assembled the book American Ballads and Folk
Songs, and arranged for Kittredge to write the foreword. When the Lomaxes arrived to deliver
the manuscript, they were surprised to find that Macmillan had invited Charles Seeger and
Henry Cowell to the meeting in hopes that they would read the book and approve of it. The
Lomaxes were suspicious and dubious over the presence of the ivory tower academics.



However, Seeger and Cowell were enthusiastic about the book. Wary, Alan Lomax warmed to
the Seegers over discussions of proletarian culture politics. Judith Tick quotes Lomax saying,
“Charlie was the first person who gave me the feeling that there was a real connection between
how people lived—social economics—and music.”32In 1935, with his prospects for work in New
York poor and with a family to support, a lifeline for the Seegers appeared in the form of a job for
Charles within the WPA’s Resettlement Administration (RA) in the Special Skills Division. He had
been recommended for the job by the painter Charles Pollock, whose brother Jackson was
Thomas Hart Benton’s student.Poor farming methods and cycles of drought were serious
problems for farmers even before the 1929 crash. There were massive areas of erosion. Land
under cultivation was declining in nutrient value and prices were depressed. Many farmers lived
at a bare subsistence level as sharecroppers, itinerant laborers, or harvest tramps. The RA was
created to relieve farm and urban poverty. Its goals were to establish effective land-use
programs, resettle destitute low income families, construct model communities in suburban
areas, offer rural rehabilitation loans and grants to help farmers purchase land, and move rural
populations to new farms and communities. The communities thus created from disparate
groups of farmers were not harmonious.Seeger’s job was to develop and implement musical
projects to pull people together, to “Encourage social integration”33 using familiar music idioms,
especially folk song. His plan was to introduce trained RA musicians to collect, and then teach
their own folk music back to the farmers. He had difficulty finding the right musicians. In some
cases, the RA musicians ignored Seeger’s injunction to use familiar folk music and insisted on
performing classical music. Only a very small number of RA musicians ultimately were fielded.
Two of the most successful were Margaret Valiant, a conservatory trained Mississippian who
was one of Ruth’s close friends, and Sidney Robertson. Far from his earlier goal of trying to
create music for the masses, along with his developing interest in folk music, Seeger had
reformulated his position on the purpose of music: “The main question . . . should not be ‘is it
good music?’ But ‘what is the music good for?’ And if it bids fair to weld the community into more
resourceful and democratic action for a better life . . . then it must be conceded to be ‘good for’
that.”34Jesse Walter Fewkes had used an Edison cylinder recorder in 1890 to document
Passamaguoddy Indians in Calais, Maine, thereby pioneering field recording. Excited by the
results and the possibilities, he urged all collectors to use the new device. Ethnologists working
with American Indian cultures, such as Franz Boaz of Columbia University, were quick to follow
up, recording an estimated fifteen thousand cylinders. Europeans such as Percy Grainger and
Béla Bartók also took up the challenge. John Lomax, Robert Winslow Gordon, and a few others
made limited use of the cylinder recording equipment to document American folk music, but it
was not until the early 1930s, when better and more portable disc recorders became available,
that larger numbers of field recordings were made. Audio field recording transformed the
collecting of folk music. No longer limited to music notation and description, the actual
performance with all its nuance and context could be captured, uninterpreted or distorted by the
collector.Seeger planned to record folk music to bolster farmers’ morale, train RA workers, and



preserve the music. Seeger urged his staff to “collect everything” but to look for what was
important to the folk; their preferences were as important as the music itself. Sidney Robertson
did many of the recordings, Charles Seeger a few, and in all, RA workers recorded 159 Presto
discs of various kinds of ethnic music. Seeger had folk song booklets made with the collected
songs, published and distributed to foster community singing. As part of the job, Charles
traveled extensively, experiencing live “folk,” their living conditions, and their music for the first
time. Ruth, at home with the children, was restless and very much wanted to see and hear for
herself. In 1936 she got her chance. Charles, Pete, and Ruth Seeger, B. A. Botkin, and Sidney
Robertson traveled together to Bascomb Lunsford’s 1936 Mountain Dance and Folk Festival in
Asheville, North Carolina. Pete was exposed to traditional banjo playing, in the person of
Samantha Baumgarter, which made a lifelong impression. After getting a taste of field recording
at the RA, Robertson energetically continued to record in association with the Library of
Congress until 1940. Some of her work can be heard on the American Folklife Center website
pages “California Gold: Northern California Folk Music from the 1930s.”35 In 1942, at the end of
her field-recording career, she married Henry Cowell.The RA ended in 1937 when the anti–New
Deal Republicans in Congress succeeded in cutting its appropriations. The Seegers were
unemployed again and scrambling to get by.After five years of collecting, John Lomax was ready
to produce the second volume of American Ballads and Folk Songs. Prompted by Harold
Spivacke of the Archive of American Folk Song, he asked Charles Seeger to transcribe his field
recordings to produce piano settings for his songbook. Charles declined but suggested his wife
Ruth. Lomax was still sensitive over the reviews of his first book, Cowboy Songs, which had
been criticized for its bad transcriptions. For his second book, Negro Folk Songs as Sung by
Leadbelly, he had hired George Herzog, a Hungarian musicologist working at Columbia
University. Herzog had been trained by Erich von Hornbostel in Berlin to produce scientifically
accurate transcriptions. It turned out that the transcriptions were too accurate. Alan Lomax
summed it up, saying, “We sold 25 copies. Nobody could use the book in any way.”36 There had
been more criticism by George Herzog, Herbert Halpert, and other academics about the
inadequate Negro song transcriptions in the first volume of American Ballads and Folk Songs,
prepared for him by a Washington music teacher, Mary Gresham. John Lomax defensively
responded to Halpert’s criticism, saying it “won’t get him no folksongs.”37 In hiring Ruth Seeger,
Lomax hoped to avoid mistakes in selection and musical notation. It was an inspired choice. Her
rigorous work on the book made Ruth one of the foremost composer-transcribers of the
twentieth century.Transcription from a performance or recording is a delicate balancing act.
Simplify too much and the song is lifeless; capture too much and it can be unreadable. Ruth took
to the job with an intensity brought on by her recent conversion to folk music and her need to
bring in money to support their family. Ultimately the financial rewards were small. She was
extremely meticulous, wearing out the duplicate Library of Congress discs, playing them slowly
for up to seventy-five times. Unable to settle for anything less than perfection, Ruth’s scheduled
one year for the transcriptions stretched into four. She transcribed 300 songs and tunes, 190 of



which were used in the publication in 1941. One of them, fiddler William Stepp’s “Bonaparte’s
Retreat,” was selected and used by Aaron Copeland for his composition Rodeo. Ruth eventually
transcribed some six thousand recordings in the Library of Congress archives.After a long six
months of no income, in June 1938 Charles was hired as deputy director for the Federal Music
Project of the WPA. Director Nikolai Sokoloff assigned him the task of overseeing and
developing projects in traditional music and recreational activities. He remained with the
underfunded folk and social music division until the projects ended in 1941. Sokoloff and his
staff were firmly in control and largely blocked Seeger’s attempts to act on his more inclusive
vision of music in America.Benjamin A. Botkin had graduated from both Harvard and Columbia,
taught English, edited, and studied anthropology before arriving in Washington in 1937. He had
been granted a Julius Rosenwald Fellowship to do research at the Library of Congress in
southern folk and regional literature. The next year he became Chief Editor of National Folklore
at the FWP, after a controversy had ushered John Lomax from the position. Perhaps it was just
envy, but the American Folklore Society, where John Lomax had twice been president, had
turned on him. They passed a resolution distancing the society from the work Lomax had done
at the FWP, upset that an academically trained folklorist had not done the work. The director,
Henry Alsberg, resolved the controversy by hiring Botkin, whose credentials were exemplary.
The Seeger and Botkin families became colleagues and friends, with many late-night
conversations on politics and folklore’s place in New Deal America. Ruth and Ben acted as
sounding boards for each other as they developed their ideas on topics such as: does American
have folk music of its own, how to educate Americans about folk music, debunking the academic
misconceptions of “folk,” how to use “recreational” programs to educate about folk music, and
how should classical composers use folk music for fine-art music? Botkin is perhaps best
remembered for his folklore anthologies, which he wrote after leaving governmental work,
beginning in 1944 with the Treasury of American Folklore.Robert Winslow Gordon contracted his
obsession with folk music while studying with Wendall and Kittredge at Harvard. Though they did
not meet at that time, he was a freshman in the same year when John Lomax attended. In much
the same fashion as Lomax had begun collecting, but long after graduating from Harvard,
Gordon wrote a folk music column for a men’s magazine, Adventure, in which he solicited folk
songs. He was teaching English in California, but in academic circles of the time his passion for
collecting folk music, much less publishing in a men’s magazine, was considered most
disreputable. After a few years he was let go. He was a tinkerer, experimenting with photography,
radio, and sound recording, and very much a loner. In 1927, with little to no funding, he managed
four years of field recording in North Carolina. During his periodic research at the Library of
Congress, Gordon had become known there as a folk music specialist. Gordon approached Carl
Engel, chief of the music division with the idea to create a folk music archive at the Library of
Congress. The Archive of American Folk Song was initiated in 1928 when Engels was able to
raise funds from private sources for a one-year appointment of Robert Winslow Gordon as
“Specialist and Consultant in the Field of Folk Song and Literature.”38Gordon was a very poor fit



for the job. He had been hired to build a national repository of folk song, but he saw the job as a
way to continue his collecting and was rarely in the Library of Congress. He did not
communicate about his work or goals; no one knew what he was doing or often even where he
was. He soon had no political allies. Only in the 1970s were his long-misplaced recordings
discovered in the archive and made available. He had recorded close to a thousand cylinders
and had collected nearly ten thousand song texts through his Adventure column. But by 1932,
Gordon was finished at the Library of Congress.From its inception the archive had relied on
grants, but in 1937, for the first time, the federal government directly funded the archive. Alan
Lomax was hired in 1938 as the first employee with the title of Assistant in Charge. John Lomax
had been the archivist since 1932, but Alan carried out the day-to-day correspondence,
meetings, and politics. At the time, John Lomax told Alan that he, Alan, “would soon be so firmly
entrenched at the library that their critics couldn’t touch him, not even ‘the uppity Mr. Halpert.’”39
A year later, the Library of Congress approached Carnegie Corporation of New York to fund a
sound studio to press recordings for sale at cost to schools, colleges, students, and the public.
The grant was made in 1940. Charles Seeger headed a cataloging project of four thousand
recordings, which published the three-volume Check-List of Recording Songs in the English
Language in the Archive of American Folk Song to July 1940. In 1941 Botkin became
administrator and scholar at the AAFS as the Library of Congress Fellow in Folklore, then
Assistant in Charge before serving as chief of the AAFS till 1944. In February 1943, AAFS began
to issue compilations from the collection of field recordings, a project that eventually
encompassed 71 long-playing records. Alan and John Lomax visited and made many field
recordings in Mississippi, but their focus was on African American sources and they made no
recordings of Caucasian fiddlers in the state.PART 1PART 1Collecting Folk Music in 1936 and
1939Folksongs of Mississippi and Their BackgroundA. P. Hudson’s book Folksongs of
Mississippi and Their Background, published in 1936, remains the major collection of folk songs
from the state to this day. It also served as a catalyst to the events that added to the
documentation of fiddling in Mississippi. The late 1920s and early 1930s had seen the
commercial record industry’s efforts in Mississippi accumulate about 185 fiddle recordings from
the state. Field collecting in the summers of 1936 and 1939, building on Hudson’s efforts and
contacts, documented another 331 fiddle tunes.Arnold Palmer Hudson (1892–1978) was a
Mississippi native, born in Palmer’s Hall in Attala County, Mississippi. As a freshman at the
University of Mississippi in 1908, Hudson was inspired by his English teacher Ebner C. Perrow’s
interest in collecting folk songs. Perrow at that time was preparing a number of songs for
publication in the Journal of American Folklore. However, moving from inspiration to action took
fifteen years. Hudson began teaching in the English department of the University of Mississippi
in 1920. Three years later, during his English class teaching English and Scottish ballads, one of
his students, Wessen M. Crocker, recited several songs. Crocker stated that his cousin, Mrs. G.
V. Easley, knew many more. In 1925 Hudson and Crocker visited Mrs. Easley at her farm and
collected twenty-five ballad texts. Shortly thereafter two of his students, T. A. Bickerstaff and Lois



Womble, collected more texts.His interest in folk song growing, Hudson gave a lecture, “A Patch
of Mississippi Balladry,” during the 1926 summer session at the University of Mississippi, which
generated interest and donations of ballads collected by students. Newspaper coverage of the
lecture generated “a number of communications from widely scattered sections of the state,”1
including ballad texts.In the fall, Hudson taught a seminar course in the folklore of Mississippi
where his eight students collected several hundred ballads. The following year nine students
added about 500 more songs. In the spring of 1927, Hudson founded the Mississippi Folk-Lore
Society, which never grew beyond twenty-five members and published only one collection,
Specimens of Mississippi Folklore, later largely absorbed into Mississippi Folk Songs and Their
Background.Ballad singers: Mrs. Bickerstaff, Mrs. Lillian Bickerstaff Pennington, Miss Hellums,
Mrs. Audrey Hellums, and Miss Eri Douglas, state director, FWP. Tishomingo, May 11, 1939.
Photo by Abbott Ferriss, courtesy Mississippi Department of Archives and History.Hudson’s
approach to documenting folk song was editorial. Instead of working from primary written
sources, as had many previous scholars, he utilized his students to do the bulk of the actual
collecting. The focus was primarily on survivals of English balladry among white people in
Mississippi.In his book, Hudson utilizes early census reports to describe the settlers and
therefore their music’s cultural origins. He points to patterns of migration to suggest that the bulk
of settlers in early Mississippi were of English cultural background, with a small percentage of
Scots and even fewer Irish. He traces them as part of the ongoing westward migration starting
with the offspring of residents of the well-settled states of Virginia, North and South Carolina,
Georgia, and Alabama. He notes the large numbers of slaves but does not factor them into his
calculations. He ignores their music as well.Publishing was certainly on Hudson’s mind in 1927.
One hundred pages of “Ballads and Songs from Mississippi” appeared in the Journal of
American Folk-Lore (Vol. XXXIX, no. 152, 1927), which also allocated thirteen pages to
Harvard’s preeminent folklore scholar, Professor George Lyman Kittredge, discussing two of the
songs. The idea of a larger work was forming in Hudson’s mind, and he approached Professor
Kittredge about it, writing him: “If Harvard University Press brings out the volume, I am afraid you
will have to take my judgment about some little matters of inclusion and exclusion, for in these
ballad books (of which Harvard University Press makes something of a specialty) the Syndics
rather lean on me.”2Hudson’s collecting work in Mississippi folklore ended in 1930 when he
received his PhD from the University of North Carolina and moved there to teach as associate
professor of English.Ballad singers: Mrs. Mae Wesson, Ila Long, Theodosia Bonnet Long,
Birmah Hill Grissom. May 8 or 9, 1939. Photo by Abbott Ferriss, 1939, courtesy Mississippi
Department of Archives and History.Due to the financial constraints of the Depression,
publication of Folk Songs of Mississippi and Their Background was delayed until 1936, when the
University of North Carolina Press published it. The book in its published form contains 157
songs and ballads, many with multiple versions listed, but in text only, without musical notation.
Its 321 pages also contain chapters on Mississippi history, ballad communities, and singers.
Much attention is paid to aligning the ballads with versions from Francis Child’s epic work of



scholarship, The English and Scottish Ballads.Hudson was well aware of the limitations in
publishing a book of folk song without musical notation. In a 1937 letter of advice to a Florida
English teacher on how to go about collecting folk song, he said: “If it is at all possible, musical
notation of the song or ballad should be secured. Interest in the musical side of folk song is
decidedly on the increase.”3 His 1937 publication (with George Herzog, “one of the first scholars
to be called an ethnomusicologist”4), Folk Tunes from Mississippi, rather modestly attempted to
diminish that failing with its publication of forty-five melodies:The following folk song tunes were
collected from white people in Mississippi between the years of 1923 and 1930. . . . The
notations were made by sundry obliging friends and acquaintances, some of whom were trained
musicians but most of whom knew only the elements of musical notation. For the merits or
shortcomings of the notations I am not qualified to offer either praise or apology. I am uncritically
grateful to each and every one of my helpers.5A young Alan Lomax, then twenty-three years old,
wrote a very critical review of Hudson’s Folksongs of Mississippi and Their Backgrounds at the
end of 1938, attacking Hudson for his defense of southern class structure where the “privileges
of a superior order were more or less conceded.” He further argued that the songs were
presented out of social context with no mention of the informant’s poverty or that folk songs were
still being made up. Lomax saw folk music is a living tradition, whereas Hudson’s framing of folk
as static and ancient reeked of Francis Child’s outdated idealization of the “folk.” A few months
after that review, in the summer of 1939, Alan and John Lomax stopped in North Carolina to see
A. P. Hudson. They were conducting a courtesy call to inform him that they would be collecting in
his “turf” and to ask for his advice and support as they were planning some recording in his
area.That same year, Charles Seeger of the FMP in Washington reviewed the Mississippi music
manuscripts collected in 1936, work that was based on songs and contacts from Hudson’s
Folksongs of Mississippi and Their Backgrounds. Excited by the richness of that collection,
Seeger proposed the summer expedition that recorded Mississippi fiddlers.Hudson continued to
teach folklore and English romantic literature at the University of North Carolina until his
retirement. In 1952 he edited (with H. M. Belden) two volumes of the Frank C. Brown Collection
of North Carolina Folklore. He edited North Carolina Folklore, the journal of the North Carolina
Folklore Society, from 1954 to 1963.Hudson had the only folk recordings available on campus
on a small shelf in his office, which he used to illustrate his course. Admittedly there were few
recordings available in the early fifties, but in his class Hudson made no distinction between the
recordings of the Kingston Trio, John Jacob Niles, and opera singers performing “folk” as art
song or Lomax field recordings of actual ballad singers. A University of North Carolina graduate
student in 1953 described attending A. P. Hudson’s course “The English Ballad”: “When he
played these pieces in class, Hudson listened as raptly to the over-artful renditions of Dyer-
Bennet as to the classic traditional performances of Horton Barker.”6 That grad student, Daniel
W. Patterson, took over the ballad course on Hudson’s retirement in 1968 and began building on
Hudson’s small shelf of records. Eventually the library at the University of North Carolina
became the home of the John Edwards Memorial Collection, one of the premier sources of



documentation and recordings for early country music in America. Hudson’s papers and
recordings were one of the first folk collection donations to the university.Roosevelt and the
DepressionEverybody in Washington from the Roosevelts on down was interested in folk
music . . . They were the first prominent Americans to ever spend any money on it.—Alan
Lomax7These were tumultuous times. The stock market finally bottomed out on July 8, 1932,
after the 1929 crash. Bank closings started in February 1933 in Louisiana and spread to other
states. There was increasing panic heading toward the inauguration. Farmers were rioting. All
twelve Federal Reserve banks closed. Banks in forty-three states had closed; there was only
limited business or restricted banking. President Herbert Hoover did nothing. Eight days after his
inauguration, Franklin Delano Roosevelt gave the first of his “fireside” speeches, claiming that
there is “Nothing to fear but fear itself” and promising action. The next day, Monday, the banks
reopened. America was ready for dramatic changes.Roosevelt turned to Harry Hopkins, with
whom he had worked when governor of New York, for ideas and action to put people back to
work. Together they put into place a series of short-term programs to create work, with an
alphabet soup of acronyms: NRA, FERA, RS, and CWA. Funding varied wildly from year to year
as the administration shifted programs and priorities to navigate the economy and the anti–New
Deal opposition.The Federal Emergency Relief Administration (FERA) was a temporary first
attempt to relive the crisis by administering direct relief. But, as Harry Hopkins saw it, there were
two major flaws. First, $6.50 per week was not enough money to live on. Second, applying for
relief required a humiliating “means test” of providing proof that one was indeed destitute.
Hopkins firmly believed, based on his previous relief administration experiences in New York,
that most people would rather work than take handouts. Charity abused their dignity, but there is
no shame in work. Moreover, workers could retain or develop new skills and the nation could
benefit from the results of the work.Afro-American church gathering. Photo by Abbott Ferriss,
1939, courtesy Mississippi Department of Archives and History.When the FERA expired
unemployment remained high, and along with it the need for government assistance. By
executive order Roosevelt then created Works Progress Administration, again headed by Harry
Hopkins, who directed that it “shall be responsible to the president for the honest, efficient,
speedy and coordinated execution of the work relief program as a whole, and for the execution
of that program in such manner as to move from the relief rolls to work on such projects or in
private employment the maximum number of persons in the shortest time possible.”8In the midst
of a mighty effort to get America back to work, Roosevelt, in stark contrast with Hoover, found it
useful to focus attention on poor whites and minorities that were suffering the most from the
Depression. Folk music became one more tool, celebrating the strength and resiliency of the
“Forgotten Man” and emphasizing cultural unity and collective action.Folk music was
encouraged in programs throughout the New Deal, but also invited directly into the White House
for concerts nine times during the Roosevelts’ time in residence. Alan Lomax was invited by
Eleanor to sing privately for Franklin Roosevelt in their home. The high point for New Deal
folklorists was the state visit in May 1939 by the King and Queen of England. Charles Seeger



was involved in programming of a performance arranged by Eleanor Roosevelt. Marion
Anderson, Kate Smith, and Lawrence Tibbett performed classical and light pop. Alan Lomax
sang cowboy songs and the Coon Creek Girls string band from Kentucky performed with the
Soco Gap Square Dance Team.Dinner on the ground, New Hope Baptist Church, May 21, 1939.
Photo by Abbott Ferriss, 1939, courtesy Mississippi Department of Archives and History.The
WPA Federal Arts ProjectsHell, they’ve got to eat, just like other people.—Harry Hopkins,
19349Early in 1935, the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act passed with $4.8 billion in funding.
From this, the WPA was created in May 1936, with Harry Hopkins as its head. In August the
Federal Number One project was created as the umbrella organization for the four federal arts
programs: the Federal Music Project (FMP), the Federal Arts Project (FAP), the Federal Theater
Project (FTP), and the Federal Writers Project (FWP). Hopkins had deep experience in “relief”
organizations and had seen firsthand the damage to the human spirit and dignity caused by
charity. He saw to it that the overriding imperative of the WPA was to put people to work; work to
resuscitate, to rebuild the human capital of Depression-era America. People need to work, even
artists.A tiny part of the total WPA efforts, in 1936 the arts programs of Federal One spent about
$40 million and employed 40,000 (vs. over three million in WPA overall) but generated most of
the bad press. They were easy targets for the anti–New Dealers. People were literally starving;
who needed art or theater, music or writing?Of the four federal arts projects, the writers and
music projects were the most involved with folk music, particularly in Mississippi.Each of the arts
projects was shaped by the personalities of the directors. Before coming to head the Federal
Writers Project, Henry Alsberg had a wide variety of experience to draw from; lawyer, foreign
correspondent, assistant to the ambassador to Turkey, editor, playwright, Jewish relief worker in
Russia. Lacking in administrative skills, he somehow managed to exude authority.One of his first
problems was finding directors for the state projects in all fifty states. Some states just did not
have writers, much less writers he could work with. Worse yet, in the beginning there was no
idea of what they should be writing. In larger cities where there were numbers of writers, many
had leftist or communist leanings. The inter-office political arguments were ferocious. Many had
drinking problems. People were on the payroll, but what were they supposed to be writing?
Alsberg was politically savvy enough to realize that he needed to have results to show for the
expenditures, and it needed to be for the “public good.” Simply funding creative writing would
invite attack. The answer came in the form of travel guides for each state. Other kinds of projects
also were carried out, such as local histories, ex-slave interviews, and folktale compilations.
Hundreds of books and pamphlets were eventually produced. But many months went by before
the Music Project had anything to show for it efforts, thus giving its critics ammunition.From the
very start of the FWP, in response to the Alsberg-distributed manual of instructions, folklore was
being collected. As it began to pile up in Washington, Alsberg realized he needed someone
knowledgeable to sort it out, and in 1936 he turned to John Lomax as the National Advisor of
Folklore and Folkways. For a year Lomax gathered Negro lore, recorded a large number of folk
songs, and wrote instructions for the interviewers of ex-slaves. The interviews were later



compiled and edited by B. A. Botkin into Lay My Burden Down: A Folk History of Slavery
(1945).The 1930s were particularly grim for professional musicians. Preceding the Depression,
the new technologies of movie soundtracks, radio, and records conspired to eliminate most of
the jobs that had been filled by classically trained musicians. Theatres, restaurants, hotels, pubs,
and funerals all quickly embraced inexpensive canned music. Worse yet, popular tastes were
changing quickly. Interest in and opportunities for classical music were declining. The spotlight
was moving to jazz and swing. The American Federation of Musicians estimated that in 1933,
12,000 out of 15,000 union members in New York and two-thirds of the musicians in the country
were out of work. Due to the dire need, the FMP was the first of the arts projects begun.The FMP
started slowly, with employment in November 1935 of less than a thousand. But at its peak in
1936 there were 15,842 workers, musicians, educators, and score copyists on the payroll. This
made the FMP the largest of the arts programs, and by that standard the most successful. As
with the entire WPA, putting the unemployed back to work was complicated by the need to not
compete with those who still had jobs. To avoid competing with private teachers, the 6,000 FMP
music teachers could only teach those who could not pay. There was no shortage of pupils:
fourteen million were taught composition, theory, history, appreciation, and conducting for choral
or instrumental groups. There was also group instruction in folk dancing and folk music for adults
and children.Nikolai Sokoloff, the national director of the FMP, had been a child prodigy, a
conductor of San Francisco Philharmonic, and the director of the Cleveland Orchestra. Schooled
in European traditions and composers, Sokoloff was unwavering in his belief that spreading
“good music” would “elevate” American culture. Music that did not measure up to his exacting
standards was not worthy of his support. He stated: “We know that we could not suddenly take
away the accustomed music diet of a community so we studied and shared with our groups the
least obnoxious of their favorites. We sang their songs and listened to their prodigies. But all the
time we were working up to a different type of song to supplant the spurious ‘popular’ music.”10
Sokoloff’s stated goals for the FMP were to provide employment for musicians on relief, to
establish high standards, to classify musicians, to stimulate community interest, to educate the
public, and (most importantly in terms of the programs’ survival) to show government fighting the
Depression.In accepting the job, Sokoloff knew that he and the project would be fighting to
survive and would be attentively monitored by WPA critics for any misstep, radicalism, or anti-
American influence. He needed allies. He created advisory councils enlisting support from some
of the country’s most prestigious musicians of the time, the American Federation of Musicians
Union (AFM) and even the president of the four-thousand-member National Federation of Music
Clubs. The AFM was not an easy association to make as the bulk of its membership performed
popular and dance music. Few of its 105,000 members in 1936 were classical musicians. The
FMP compromised with the AFM on hiring practices and pay, and the AFM provided political
cover for the FMP. The AFM had and enforced a policy against political radicalism by members.
Of all of the federal arts projects, the FMP had the least amount of controversy.Sokoloff’s bias for
classical music over all other forms had a practical disadvantage. As Joseph Webber, president



of the AFM, argued, previous to the Depression orchestras and classical performances only
sustained about a thousand professional musicians in the whole country, and the need for
employment and the WPA’s goals for assistance far exceeded that minority. He could see no
reason that Sokoloff’s hopes for a renaissance of classical music was likely or would be of use in
solving the unemployment problem. But in the face of resistance and opposition, Sokoloff
persisted in his pursuit of (in the words of New York City FMP director Lee Pattison) “a
permanent audience for the support of really good music in this country.”11 Initially the FMP was
well regarded, as it provided employment and quality low-cost music to local communities. But
the near-exclusion of vernacular music from the FMP had its critics. When the New Deal political
coalition began to weaken in 1936, conservative rural and anti–New Deal legislators forced
cutbacks and investigations. There were charges of communist supervision.Under Sokoloff,
FMP was able to do little with folk music collecting or performance. The Federal Writers Project
was more open to collecting folklore. However, under pressure, the FMP did support some folk
festivals. Harry Hopkins requested that the FMP promote a national folk festival; though the FMP
did not follow through on his directive, a few local festivals such as the American Folk Song
Festival near Ashland, Kentucky, received some assistance from FMP. In early 1936 Jean
Thomas in the Kentucky unit organized a folk performing unit, the Kentucky Mountain Minstrels,
and collected “some two hundred folk songs and fiddle tunes.”12 Sokoloff would not let the
performing group be promoted, and it was disbanded in July. Folk projects under the FMP
tended to be of short duration and limited in resources. The exception was in New Mexico.
Operating from 1936–41, it collected, transcribed, and disseminated folk music, songs, and
dances of the old Spanish West to teachers throughout the state and printed five
publications.And then there was the summer of 1936 in Mississippi.The 1936 Federal Music
Project in MississippiFor a few months in the summer of 1936, over one hundred music teachers
became folk music collectors, amassing well over 3,500 versions of songs and fiddle tunes.
Unlike other collections made by trained folklorists working alone, the collection they brought
back would contain a bit of everything: parlor music from the 1890s, songs from then-recent
78rpm records, gospel songs, a Russian folk song, fiddle tunes, minstrel-show songs, cowboy
songs, and children’s songs. Their instructions were to collect songs of certain types, although
no mention was made of documenting anything about the informant and his thoughts about the
music. This was progress away from Kittredge’s vision of “The text is the thing.” In 1936 we have
interviewers in the field gathering both text and music—and yet, for some of that music we do
not even know the source’s name. The work of these interviewers now resides in the Mississippi
Department of Archives and History. Maps showing the geographic distribution of their work
appear in Appendix A.When the FMP project in Mississippi first got under way in early 1936,
however, its primary mission was to employ musicians in teaching and performing, not in
collecting songs and tunes. Jerome Sage, the Mississippi state director for the Federal Music
Project, had her hands full. She was new to the job, and in fact the whole organization was new
and the rules were changing rapidly, as funding and direction were modified by national and



state politics. It was a large undertaking, consisting of about 130 music teachers, a ten-person
orchestra in Jackson, a five-person entertaining unit in Meridian, a four-person Negro mixed
quartet in Jackson, and six administrative positions. To help her manage the enterprise spread
out over forty counties with poor transportation and communications, she had two district
directors and three secretaries. Many letters were handwritten. Bulletins and a few important
letters were typed. What should have been the small effort of getting blank music books was
difficult and snared in bureaucracy. Simple communications failures could be very time
consuming, as noted by Miss Jerome Sage in her directive to state workers in her April 23, 1936
bulletin:It has come to my attention that workers on the Federal Music Project are not adhering
to systematic schedules. . . . In visiting some of the projects in the state it has happened in
several instances that I would find no one on the project at the time it was scheduled in the
district office to be in progress. You can readily see that if the State or the District Supervisor
drives from twenty-five to fifty miles to observe classes in instruction, it is rather disconcerting to
find that these classes meet the next day instead of the day scheduled.13With only nineteen
performers on the payroll in Mississippi, the main employment opportunity became teaching
music classes. Author Milton Meltzer elaborates: “In Mississippi alone, the project reached
70,000 people across 40 counties, evoking such an intense response to music that the sale of
secondhand pianos shot up.”14 Federal instructions on teaching mandated that the FMP not
compete with private music instructors; thus the FMP could only offer lessons to those unable to
pay for lessons. All music programs were required to have local sponsors, such as the American
Legion, YMCA, YWCA, etc. The local sponsors would often provide space and political cover as
proof of community support.From the very beginning of the FMP in Mississippi in early 1936,
there was some small thought given to collect folk music. Jerome Sage wrote in her report:Many
of the “River” songs that are peculiar to the state are being written down for the first time and we
plan to have a booklet of these tunes which will be placed in the Department of Archives and
History. The custom prevails among the Negroes in the Delta section of the state of assembling
on the levee of the Mississippi River to sing to “Ole Man River” when he threatens to go on a
rampage in the spring of the year. These songs have a peculiar plaintiveness and spring partly
from superstition and partly from the Negro’s implicit faith that “God will roll all of the troubles
away”. So far as is known these songs have never been written down.15However, little was done
to collect folk music until, unexpectedly, the Mississippi FMP dramatically changed course. In
the summer of 1936 the State Board of Health ordered suspension of all classes with children
under sixteen due to a few cases of poliomyelitis. Suddenly, teachers on the FMP payroll had no
one to teach. By necessity the music project adapted, turning its idle hands to folk music
collecting. Their first step was to inventory previous work done such as that available at the
University of Mississippi Library. There they found Hudson’s manuscripts and several theses by
his graduate students, almost entirely consisting of song texts without music notation. An early
but undated and unsigned report, “Research Work of the Federal Music Project,” begins:Federal
Music Project documents. Courtesy Mississippi Department of Archives and History.Federal



Music Project documents. Courtesy Mississippi Department of Archives and History.Judging by
the rudimentary quality of her notation, it would seem that, for this transcriber, all fiddle tunes
really are the same. Collected summer of 1936. Courtesy Mississippi Department of Archives
and History.Some months ago it became increasingly apparent that although extensive work
had been done in collecting the texts of folk-songs and ballads, very little, comparatively, had
been accomplished in recording the tunes and melodies. This is true, not only of Mississippi, but
of other sections where any effort has been made to preserve the folk-music; the idea that “the
text is the thing” had perhaps made collectors overlook the importance of saving the melody at
the same time.16Lists of folk songs previously found in Mississippi were created based on these
books and theses. The lists were used by the field workers to prompt the interviewee and as a
checklist of song melodies to be located.In addition to the continuing search for ballads, there
was an interest and directives to look for other kinds of folk music. There were two lists, one for
white music to be collected and another for Negro music. In the white list were local event songs,
play party songs, children’s singing games, banjo tunes, square dance calls, and vendors’ calls.
And fiddle tunes, as specified in a FMP instructional handout sheet: “especially from players
who tune the fiddle in different ways for different songs; also any of the ‘little old foolish songs’
that are sometimes sung to, or with fiddle tunes. We are not much interested in string bands.”17
The Negro list directed the search for “ring plays,” work songs, “bad men” ballads, field hollers,
“jumped-up” songs, lullabies, chants such as levee wake-up calls, and vendors’ calls. The
directive sheet begins, “we do not need spirituals, or any religious songs sung by quartets or
trained groups.” A later letter elucidates: “Our greatest concentration, however, will be on Negro
music, and on saving all we can of the priceless form of folk-music. The attention of every worker
has been called to the value of the Negro spiritual as distinguished from Negro religious songs
which have been learned for the white man, and to the importance of retaining as far as possible
the dialect and the notation.”18 There are a curious number of pop songs about Indians in the
collection such as “Little Mohea,” “Red Wing,” and “Indian Naponee.” There was a directive that it
was of great interest to the project to document songs from the Indians of the state. However, no
actual Indian songs were collected.These music teachers turned field workers were novices and
had not previously collected folk music, taken dictation of folk melodies, or studied folk music.
Jerome Sage’s letters and bulletins to them that summer encourage and prod the field workers
to refer to the constantly updated lists of songs collected to avoid duplication and to search for
music of real interest. Jerome Sage commented on the collecting process in early 1936:
“Though not very many Old Fiddler’s tunes have been submitted as yet, a few more are
beginning to come in; with various Old Fiddler’s contests to be held during this month, it is hoped
that some generally, hitherto unpublished old tunes will be secured.”19 Appendix C contains a
field worker’s account of the Hazlehurst fiddle contest.A. P. Hudson became aware of the
fieldwork and approached the Mississippi office of the Federal Music Project in an attempt to
improve his book by joining forces. In a letter to Nikolai Sokoloff, Jerome Sage wrote:Dr. Palmer
Hudson of the University of North Carolina, on learning that we had such a project in Mississippi,



wrote urging that we collaborate with him in his new book which was at that time on the press,
and the publication of which he was willing to hold up for our answer. I wrote him that all the
material which we had collected had been collected on Federal funds and for that reason it
would not be possible for us to have any part in his book.20By December 1936 the polio crisis
had subsided, teaching was resumed, and the folk song collecting project was halted. Without
Nikolai Sokoloff’s support and funding it could not continue. Jerome Sage conveyed the news in
a letter to a subordinate:The research project is definitely canceled but I shall carry you as a
supervisor on the teaching project as long as that project is in operation. Please do not feel that
you have to hurry or that it is necessary to have anything ready to submit to Washington by
January 1st. You are to work as leisurely as you care to work in order that you may do the job
satisfactorily to yourself. Miss MacDonald is to come back to Oxford. I am also leaving Miss
Wallace on the project and she is to continue her work of revising and editing under your
directions.21With the collecting over, and no publication in the works, the actual documents
remained. But what to do with them? Jerome Sage wrote:I have realized all along that the
manuscripts were the possession of the Federal Government and we were in the process of
indexing and filing them very carefully when your letter canceling the project was received. While
the material is not in as good condition as I should like to have it, it is all carefully filed and is
available at any time. . . . It is my opinion that we have some very valuable material and I hope
that at some time we may be allowed to complete the monograph, which we had planned. My
interest in the matter has really grown greatly since attending the meetings in Chicago,
particularly the section on musicology.22Sage and Eri Douglas, state director of the FWP, were
reluctant to give up on the project, but there was little they could do to move it to publication.
However, in 1939 a new field-recording project conceived in Washington raised their hopes of
moving to publication with an even larger, more complete book on Mississippi folk song.A New
Deal for Folk MusicRecord EVERYthing, Don’t omit, don’t concentrate on any single style. We
know so little! Record everything!—Charles Seeger23Folklore efforts took a new direction during
Roosevelt’s administration. Working within government instead of universities, a new set of
folklorists and administrators took an interest in collecting. Moreover, thoughts about what
should be collected were changing, as author Bill Malone put it: “Significantly, they were no
longer preserving the remnants of a dying or primitive culture, they were instead documenting
cultures in transition.”24 Change was in the air. Capitalism had dramatically failed. Socialist and
Communist political parties were attracting sizable followings. Workers were banding together in
unions. Collective action was on the rise.What had begun with individuals, starting with Francis
Child and his groundbreaking ten-volume The English and Scottish Ballads, down through A. P.
Hudson, continued within the New Deal through the efforts of a group of dedicated individuals
working in concert, primarily John and Alan Lomax, Charles and Ruth Crawford Seeger, and B.
A. Botkin. In a speech remembering Botkin, Alan Jabbour, a past head of the Archive of
American Folk Song at the Library of Congress, describes this group as a folk music
“directorate” that was able to utilize the WPA to further folk music collection, publication, and



preservation. Their interests insured that their paths continually crossed in the 1930s.Collecting
and analyzing ballad texts was beginning to give way to scientific methods of survey and
sampling. In the Mississippi Delta from 1941 through 1942, Fisk University and Alan Lomax
conducted a comparative ethnological survey that set out to document adaptation and evolution
within multiple forms of folk music in a single region, the Mississippi Delta. At the time, it was a
new idea to look for folk song in the Delta. Jerome Sage, the head of the state’s music project,
cautioned Alan Lomax, “there are no folk songs and folklore typical of the Miss. Delta, since the
region has been opened up and settled comparatively recently.”25 Lomax responded in
disagreement: “It is a folklorists’ illusion that folklore communities are pure, that the pure old
tradition is the one most worth studying.”26In 1921 Ruth Crawford made her way to the
American Conservatory of Music in Chicago to attain a music-teaching certificate. Teaching
music was one of the few ways a female musician in the 1920s could respectably earn a living.
Once at the conservatory, her one-year course of study expanded along with her interest in
composing. It was here that Ruth Crawford was introduced to Carl Sandburg and for a short
while was the piano teacher for his daughters. She grew close to the family, as a “sort of added
informal unadopted daughter.”27 Sandburg turned to Crawford to create piano settings for four
of the songs for the most successful folk music anthology of the 1920s, his American Songbag
(1927). She continued to study in Chicago until 1929 when, at the urging of her friend and
composer Henry Cowell, she began her study of advanced composition and dissonant harmony
in New York with Charles Seeger. Her early Chicago compositions received critical acclaim,
comparing her music most favorably to contemporary male composers. Her later work, from the
early 1930s, established her reputation as a major American modern dissonant composer and
the first major female one.Charles Seeger studied music composition at Harvard in 1904 and
read Chaucer under Professor Kittredge, who had assisted and succeeded Professor Francis
Child. From 1921–33 Seeger taught at what later became the Julliard School of Music in New
York, and lectured from 1933–35 at the New School of Social Research. There, as author Nolan
Porterfield described, “he introduced the first courses of ethnomusicology, the study of music
within its social and historical context.”28 Far more than composing, his main interests ran to
advanced modern music theories, teaching, and politics. His relationship with Ruth Crawford
began as her teacher in 1929, but by 1932 they had joined their considerable talents in
marriage.As American composers interested in developing a distinctive national style of music,
the Seegers were drawn to the Composers Collective. Originally named the Pierre DeGeyter
Club after the composer of the “Internationale,” the Composers Collective was founded in 1931
in New York as a political organization under the direction of the Workers Music League of the
American Communist Party. Seeger, along with other members Marc Blitzstein, Elie
Siegmeister, and Henry Cowell, struggled to create a new music for the masses with the goal
that, in the words of author Kenneth J. Bindas, “Proletarian” music had to be “politically correct,
musically progressive, and provide a marching anthem for the people.”29However, the masses
were not much interested in singing difficult, dissonant music. In 1935 the group began to accept



vernacular music as valid, socially and politically. Alan Lomax brought Aunt Molly Jackson, an
Appalachian protest folk singer, to a meeting. She and the composers found each other mutually
incomprehensible. But as Jackson was leaving, Seeger told her, “You’re on the right track and
we’re on the wrong track” in finding “the people’s idiom.”30In New York, Charles and Ruth
discovered George Pullen Jackson’s book White Spirituals in the Southern Uplands, and
particularly responded to the beauty of “Wondrous Love” and “Wayfaring Stranger.” They met
and became friendly with the painter Thomas Hart Benton and his wife, Rita. With the Bentons in
their loft on 8th Street, the Seegers first played and sang folk songs. Charles’s son from his first
marriage, Pete Seeger, first heard “John Henry” played in the Bentons’ loft. At the dedication of
Benton’s “America Today” murals at the New School in January 1931, Charles Seeger played
“folk” guitar with Benton’s “hillbilly” band. The program included many of the artist’s favorites
such as “Cindy,” “Ida Red,” and “My Horses Ain’t Hungry,” which were all new to Seeger.After
studying at Harvard and publishing Cowboy Songs in 1910, John Lomax had returned to Texas,
where he taught, started the Texas Folklore Society, and raised a family. But in 1932, at sixty-four
years of age, he was at a low point in his life. His beloved wife Bess had died. He found himself
depressed, ill, unemployed, with two children Alan and Bess still in school. Urged by his oldest
son John Jr. to revisit his early passion for folk song collecting and speaking, he rallied. On the
strength of his previous book and his force of personality, he convinced Macmillan to agree to
publish his proposed new book, American Ballads and Folk Songs, and to give him an advance
on royalties. He proposed that it would be a collection of songs gathered from existing sources,
buttressed by new Negro folksongs that he soon would collect. Next, he approached Herbert
Putnam, the Librarian of Congress, and Carl Engel, the chief of the music division. He proposed
a relationship to them in which he would collect field recordings for deposit in the Library of
Congress. A few months later this matured into a small grant from the Library of Congress to
fund travel expenses and use of recording equipment.That summer, John Lomax with his son,
Alan, who was on college break, toured Southern prisons recording blues, gospel, hollers, and
worksongs under extraordinarily difficult circumstances. The radicalized younger Lomax drove
and argued race, politics, and folk music with his conservative father throughout the trip. At the
end of the summer, Herbert Putnam formalized and described John Lomax’s relationship with
the Library of Congress as “Honorary Conservator of our Archive of American Folksong,
incidentally continuing, with our machine, at your own expense, to record and collect material in
the field, and while in Washington, assisting in the response to inquiries involving the Archive
itself.”31 Lomax received the title and status of working for the Library of Congress, $1 a month,
and use of the Library of Congress’s portable disc recorder, though he had to pay for his own
blank discs. He was required to give the Library of Congress copies of his recordings but was
able to retain ownership and use of the material. Though basically unpaid, his position with the
Library of Congress burnished his reputation and enabled access to grants that funded his
work.During the 1930s, John and Alan Lomax deposited with the Archive of American Folk Song
about ten thousand field recordings from their many expeditions. From those recordings and



previously published songs, John and Alan assembled the book American Ballads and Folk
Songs, and arranged for Kittredge to write the foreword. When the Lomaxes arrived to deliver
the manuscript, they were surprised to find that Macmillan had invited Charles Seeger and
Henry Cowell to the meeting in hopes that they would read the book and approve of it. The
Lomaxes were suspicious and dubious over the presence of the ivory tower academics.
However, Seeger and Cowell were enthusiastic about the book. Wary, Alan Lomax warmed to
the Seegers over discussions of proletarian culture politics. Judith Tick quotes Lomax saying,
“Charlie was the first person who gave me the feeling that there was a real connection between
how people lived—social economics—and music.”32In 1935, with his prospects for work in New
York poor and with a family to support, a lifeline for the Seegers appeared in the form of a job for
Charles within the WPA’s Resettlement Administration (RA) in the Special Skills Division. He had
been recommended for the job by the painter Charles Pollock, whose brother Jackson was
Thomas Hart Benton’s student.Poor farming methods and cycles of drought were serious
problems for farmers even before the 1929 crash. There were massive areas of erosion. Land
under cultivation was declining in nutrient value and prices were depressed. Many farmers lived
at a bare subsistence level as sharecroppers, itinerant laborers, or harvest tramps. The RA was
created to relieve farm and urban poverty. Its goals were to establish effective land-use
programs, resettle destitute low income families, construct model communities in suburban
areas, offer rural rehabilitation loans and grants to help farmers purchase land, and move rural
populations to new farms and communities. The communities thus created from disparate
groups of farmers were not harmonious.Seeger’s job was to develop and implement musical
projects to pull people together, to “Encourage social integration”33 using familiar music idioms,
especially folk song. His plan was to introduce trained RA musicians to collect, and then teach
their own folk music back to the farmers. He had difficulty finding the right musicians. In some
cases, the RA musicians ignored Seeger’s injunction to use familiar folk music and insisted on
performing classical music. Only a very small number of RA musicians ultimately were fielded.
Two of the most successful were Margaret Valiant, a conservatory trained Mississippian who
was one of Ruth’s close friends, and Sidney Robertson. Far from his earlier goal of trying to
create music for the masses, along with his developing interest in folk music, Seeger had
reformulated his position on the purpose of music: “The main question . . . should not be ‘is it
good music?’ But ‘what is the music good for?’ And if it bids fair to weld the community into more
resourceful and democratic action for a better life . . . then it must be conceded to be ‘good for’
that.”34Jesse Walter Fewkes had used an Edison cylinder recorder in 1890 to document
Passamaguoddy Indians in Calais, Maine, thereby pioneering field recording. Excited by the
results and the possibilities, he urged all collectors to use the new device. Ethnologists working
with American Indian cultures, such as Franz Boaz of Columbia University, were quick to follow
up, recording an estimated fifteen thousand cylinders. Europeans such as Percy Grainger and
Béla Bartók also took up the challenge. John Lomax, Robert Winslow Gordon, and a few others
made limited use of the cylinder recording equipment to document American folk music, but it



was not until the early 1930s, when better and more portable disc recorders became available,
that larger numbers of field recordings were made. Audio field recording transformed the
collecting of folk music. No longer limited to music notation and description, the actual
performance with all its nuance and context could be captured, uninterpreted or distorted by the
collector.Seeger planned to record folk music to bolster farmers’ morale, train RA workers, and
preserve the music. Seeger urged his staff to “collect everything” but to look for what was
important to the folk; their preferences were as important as the music itself. Sidney Robertson
did many of the recordings, Charles Seeger a few, and in all, RA workers recorded 159 Presto
discs of various kinds of ethnic music. Seeger had folk song booklets made with the collected
songs, published and distributed to foster community singing. As part of the job, Charles
traveled extensively, experiencing live “folk,” their living conditions, and their music for the first
time. Ruth, at home with the children, was restless and very much wanted to see and hear for
herself. In 1936 she got her chance. Charles, Pete, and Ruth Seeger, B. A. Botkin, and Sidney
Robertson traveled together to Bascomb Lunsford’s 1936 Mountain Dance and Folk Festival in
Asheville, North Carolina. Pete was exposed to traditional banjo playing, in the person of
Samantha Baumgarter, which made a lifelong impression. After getting a taste of field recording
at the RA, Robertson energetically continued to record in association with the Library of
Congress until 1940. Some of her work can be heard on the American Folklife Center website
pages “California Gold: Northern California Folk Music from the 1930s.”35 In 1942, at the end of
her field-recording career, she married Henry Cowell.The RA ended in 1937 when the anti–New
Deal Republicans in Congress succeeded in cutting its appropriations. The Seegers were
unemployed again and scrambling to get by.After five years of collecting, John Lomax was ready
to produce the second volume of American Ballads and Folk Songs. Prompted by Harold
Spivacke of the Archive of American Folk Song, he asked Charles Seeger to transcribe his field
recordings to produce piano settings for his songbook. Charles declined but suggested his wife
Ruth. Lomax was still sensitive over the reviews of his first book, Cowboy Songs, which had
been criticized for its bad transcriptions. For his second book, Negro Folk Songs as Sung by
Leadbelly, he had hired George Herzog, a Hungarian musicologist working at Columbia
University. Herzog had been trained by Erich von Hornbostel in Berlin to produce scientifically
accurate transcriptions. It turned out that the transcriptions were too accurate. Alan Lomax
summed it up, saying, “We sold 25 copies. Nobody could use the book in any way.”36 There had
been more criticism by George Herzog, Herbert Halpert, and other academics about the
inadequate Negro song transcriptions in the first volume of American Ballads and Folk Songs,
prepared for him by a Washington music teacher, Mary Gresham. John Lomax defensively
responded to Halpert’s criticism, saying it “won’t get him no folksongs.”37 In hiring Ruth Seeger,
Lomax hoped to avoid mistakes in selection and musical notation. It was an inspired choice. Her
rigorous work on the book made Ruth one of the foremost composer-transcribers of the
twentieth century.Transcription from a performance or recording is a delicate balancing act.
Simplify too much and the song is lifeless; capture too much and it can be unreadable. Ruth took



to the job with an intensity brought on by her recent conversion to folk music and her need to
bring in money to support their family. Ultimately the financial rewards were small. She was
extremely meticulous, wearing out the duplicate Library of Congress discs, playing them slowly
for up to seventy-five times. Unable to settle for anything less than perfection, Ruth’s scheduled
one year for the transcriptions stretched into four. She transcribed 300 songs and tunes, 190 of
which were used in the publication in 1941. One of them, fiddler William Stepp’s “Bonaparte’s
Retreat,” was selected and used by Aaron Copeland for his composition Rodeo. Ruth eventually
transcribed some six thousand recordings in the Library of Congress archives.After a long six
months of no income, in June 1938 Charles was hired as deputy director for the Federal Music
Project of the WPA. Director Nikolai Sokoloff assigned him the task of overseeing and
developing projects in traditional music and recreational activities. He remained with the
underfunded folk and social music division until the projects ended in 1941. Sokoloff and his
staff were firmly in control and largely blocked Seeger’s attempts to act on his more inclusive
vision of music in America.Benjamin A. Botkin had graduated from both Harvard and Columbia,
taught English, edited, and studied anthropology before arriving in Washington in 1937. He had
been granted a Julius Rosenwald Fellowship to do research at the Library of Congress in
southern folk and regional literature. The next year he became Chief Editor of National Folklore
at the FWP, after a controversy had ushered John Lomax from the position. Perhaps it was just
envy, but the American Folklore Society, where John Lomax had twice been president, had
turned on him. They passed a resolution distancing the society from the work Lomax had done
at the FWP, upset that an academically trained folklorist had not done the work. The director,
Henry Alsberg, resolved the controversy by hiring Botkin, whose credentials were exemplary.
The Seeger and Botkin families became colleagues and friends, with many late-night
conversations on politics and folklore’s place in New Deal America. Ruth and Ben acted as
sounding boards for each other as they developed their ideas on topics such as: does American
have folk music of its own, how to educate Americans about folk music, debunking the academic
misconceptions of “folk,” how to use “recreational” programs to educate about folk music, and
how should classical composers use folk music for fine-art music? Botkin is perhaps best
remembered for his folklore anthologies, which he wrote after leaving governmental work,
beginning in 1944 with the Treasury of American Folklore.Robert Winslow Gordon contracted his
obsession with folk music while studying with Wendall and Kittredge at Harvard. Though they did
not meet at that time, he was a freshman in the same year when John Lomax attended. In much
the same fashion as Lomax had begun collecting, but long after graduating from Harvard,
Gordon wrote a folk music column for a men’s magazine, Adventure, in which he solicited folk
songs. He was teaching English in California, but in academic circles of the time his passion for
collecting folk music, much less publishing in a men’s magazine, was considered most
disreputable. After a few years he was let go. He was a tinkerer, experimenting with photography,
radio, and sound recording, and very much a loner. In 1927, with little to no funding, he managed
four years of field recording in North Carolina. During his periodic research at the Library of



Congress, Gordon had become known there as a folk music specialist. Gordon approached Carl
Engel, chief of the music division with the idea to create a folk music archive at the Library of
Congress. The Archive of American Folk Song was initiated in 1928 when Engels was able to
raise funds from private sources for a one-year appointment of Robert Winslow Gordon as
“Specialist and Consultant in the Field of Folk Song and Literature.”38Gordon was a very poor fit
for the job. He had been hired to build a national repository of folk song, but he saw the job as a
way to continue his collecting and was rarely in the Library of Congress. He did not
communicate about his work or goals; no one knew what he was doing or often even where he
was. He soon had no political allies. Only in the 1970s were his long-misplaced recordings
discovered in the archive and made available. He had recorded close to a thousand cylinders
and had collected nearly ten thousand song texts through his Adventure column. But by 1932,
Gordon was finished at the Library of Congress.From its inception the archive had relied on
grants, but in 1937, for the first time, the federal government directly funded the archive. Alan
Lomax was hired in 1938 as the first employee with the title of Assistant in Charge. John Lomax
had been the archivist since 1932, but Alan carried out the day-to-day correspondence,
meetings, and politics. At the time, John Lomax told Alan that he, Alan, “would soon be so firmly
entrenched at the library that their critics couldn’t touch him, not even ‘the uppity Mr. Halpert.’”39
A year later, the Library of Congress approached Carnegie Corporation of New York to fund a
sound studio to press recordings for sale at cost to schools, colleges, students, and the public.
The grant was made in 1940. Charles Seeger headed a cataloging project of four thousand
recordings, which published the three-volume Check-List of Recording Songs in the English
Language in the Archive of American Folk Song to July 1940. In 1941 Botkin became
administrator and scholar at the AAFS as the Library of Congress Fellow in Folklore, then
Assistant in Charge before serving as chief of the AAFS till 1944. In February 1943, AAFS began
to issue compilations from the collection of field recordings, a project that eventually
encompassed 71 long-playing records. Alan and John Lomax visited and made many field
recordings in Mississippi, but their focus was on African American sources and they made no
recordings of Caucasian fiddlers in the state.
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Marc Lund, “Get your high lonesome on.. Great tunes from a variety of bluegrass artists.
Accurate transcription and easy to read. Might like a spiral bound edition, though.”

dhbailey, “A great book for anybody learning old-time fiddle music!. Excellent book full of great
background information on old-time music from Mississippi as well as a great collection of nicely
printed music. Mr. Bolick has done an excellent job in producing this book. My only complaint,
as with most of this sort of books of music collections is that it is "perfect bound" which means
that it has a square binding that doesn't lie perfectly flat on the music stand for easy reading and
playing. I realize that many people who play in this tradition memorize the songs they will play
and many pick the tunes up by ear, but many more need to read the tunes from printed music
while learning them, and a book of music should lie flat on the stand. Taking it to a local copy
shop to have the book coil bound solves the problem but it's also an extra expense which the
reader shouldn't have to pay. The binding notwithstanding, this is an excellent book that is a
great addition to the library of anybody who loves old-time fiddle music and wants to expand
their repertoire. I give it 5 stars based on the content and scholarship of the author. I give the
publisher only 3 stars because of the binding.”

BanjoRuth, “GREAT BOOK but beware kindle edition. This book is a one of a kind fantastic
wonderful book as others have said.The kindle edition does not have all of the features we’ve
come to expect of digital editions, such as detailed table of content, detailed active links in the
index, etc. I’ll return the kindle book and buy the paperback.By the way, Harry Bolick is
interviewed by Cameron DeWhitt in two episodes of the podcast Get Up In The Cool. OF
COURSE, they play a few tunes from the book.”

Bubba101, “Large book  easy to read about three hundred pages. Great book lots of tunes”

Americana Geek, “Five Stars. A must own for any old-time musician's library.”

DSR, “Five Stars. Fantastic resource!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Excellent!”

Pat S., “Great glimpse into the past!. This book includes a short history of the musicians and the
time period, with many beautiful photographs. A real glimpse into the past! The notations are
great fun to play through.”

Delftblue, “Great book. This was bought for a present for my husband. He loves it and, as a fiddle
player himself finds it useful.”



The book by Harry Bolick has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 11 people have provided feedback.
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